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ABSTRACT
DNA micro satellite loci express extensive allelic variation making them convenient markers for
research in many fields employing population genetic tools, including aquaculture and conservation
genetics. Twelve Oreochromis mossambicus populations from wild, captive and introduced sources
in Southern Africa were screened for genetic variation at ten CA repeat micro satellite loci. Three of
the loci - UNHI04, UNHlll, and UNH123 - were sufficiently well resolved to screen extensively
and were interpreted according to a model of Mendelian inheritance. Data was analyzed in terms of
genetic structure and levels of genetic variation, the effect of management regime in captivity
through successive generations on genetic diversity, and the nature of phylogenetic relationships
present between populations.
Exact tests, carried out using Monte Carlo type multiple resampling techniques, and F-Statistics
were used to detect and quantify genetic structure among the twelve populations. The Exact test X2
(P < 0.001), a FST of 0.27 (P < 0.001), eST of 0.26, RsT of 0.28, and a <l>ST of 0.17 all indicated
significant structuring among the populations. The evident genetic structuring endorsed the practice
of maintaining the populations as separate genetic stocks, in separate tanks, in order to preserve
unique genetic material for aquaculture strain development.
Populations also exhibited some significant deviations from Hardy Weinberg equilibrium
characterised by an overall reduced heterozygosity across the loci. In microsatellite studies, null
alleles are often suggested as major contributors to heterozygote deficits. To test for null alleles,
two controlled crosses of 0. mossambicus were made. The progeny from each cross were examined
for expected parental allelic ratios at the UNHI04, UNHlll and UNH123 loci. All three loci
presented evidence of possible null alleles.
Accelerated inbreeding and genetic drift through successive generations in captivity can reduce
heterozygosity and gene diversity. To investigate loss of diversity a sample taken from the
Bushmans population in 1999 (N= 25) was compared with a Bushmans 2000 sample (N = 36). The
comparison highlighted altered allele frequencies, a significant increase in average observed
heterozygosity and a non-significant change in average expected heterozygosity using the UNHI04
and UNH123 loci.
Calculation of genetic distances and phylogenetic comparisons between the populations provided
insight into the degree of management required in conserving genetic diversity in natural
populations of Mozambique tilapia. UPGMA and Neighbour-Joining techniques were used to
construct phylogenetic trees using Dm and ({)~)2 distance matrices. Clustering of populations
appeared to reflect geographic locality of the source populations, however certain populations were
not congruent with geography. Mantel tests were used to expose a possible association between
genetic distance matrices generated from each individual locus. An association would support a
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geographic background to population genetic structure. The Mantel tests did not provide conclusive
evidence. Mantel tests for association between the combined locus Dm and (81l)2 genetic distance
matrices and a geographic distance matrix were similarly non-significant.
Multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) plots of Euclidean distance values for Dm and (81l)2 matrices
presented a two-dimensional view of the genetic distance data. The degree of similarity with the
UPGMA and Neighbour-Joining tree-clustering pattern was higher for the (81l)2 than for the Dm
MDS plots. Scatter plots indicated a reliable non-linear correlation between Euclidean distance and
genetic distance for the two-dimensional MDS.
The micro satellite markers employed in this research provided molecular information needed for
complimenting a co-study on quantitative genetic evaluation of the twelve populations. The
quantitative co-study provided measures of average length and weight gain indices for the
populations based on progeny growth trials. No significant correlation of average heterozygosity
(gene diversity) with either average weight or length gain was found.
The significant genetic diversity and structure present between the twelve populations provided
rationale for implementing strategies to conserve natural 0. mossambicus populations as genetic
resources, and manage captive populations for long term maintenance of genetic diversity.
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OPSOMMING
Die verstaffing van groot alleliese variasie deur DNA mikrosateliete maak van hulle gerieflike
merkers vir navorsing in 'n verskeidenheid van velde wat gebruik maak van populasie genetiese
gereedskap, ingesluit akwakultuur en bewarings genetika. Twaalf 0. mossambicus populasies wat
verkry was vanuit die natuur, in gevangeneskap en ingevoerdes, van Suidelike Afrika was getoets
vir genetiese variasie by tien verskillende CA-herhalende mikrosateliet loci. Drie van die loci -
UNHI04, UNHlll en UNH123 - is op grootskaal getoets en volgens In model van Mendeliese
oorerwing geinterpreteer. Die data was ontleed volgens genetiese struktuur en vlakke van genetiese
variasie, die effek wat bestuur strategie in gevangeneskap op genetiese diversiteit in opeenvolgende
generasies uitgeoefen het, so wel as die aard van die filogenetiese verhoudings wat teenwoordig is
tussen die populasies.
"Exact" toetse is uitgevoer deur gebruik te maak van Monte Carlo tipe veelvuldige
hermonsterinsamelings tegnieke en F-statistieke is gebruik vir die deteksie en kwantifisering van
die genetiese struktuur tussen die twaalfpopulasies. Die Exact toets X2 (P < 0.001), 'n FST van 0.27
(P < 0.001), SST van 0.26, RsT van 0.28, en 'n <DST van 0.17 gee almal 'n indikasie van
betekenisvolle strukturering tussen die populasies. Die genetiese struktuur bevestig die beleid dat
die populasies behou moet word as aparte genetiese voorraad, in aparte tenke, om te verseker dat
die unieke genetiese materiaal behoue bly om akwakultuur variante te ontwikkel.
Populasies het ook betekenisvolle verskuiwings van die Hardy Weinberg ekwilibrium getoon, wat
gekarakteriseer word deur 'n algemene verlaging van heterosigositeit oor die loci. Nul allele word
dikwels aanbeveel om in mikrosateliet studies groot bydraes te maak tot hetersigotiese defekte. Om
vir nul allele te toets was twee gekontroleerde kruisings van 0. mossambicus gemaak. Die nageslag
van elke kruising was getoets vir verwagte ouer alleliese verhoudings by die UNHI04, UNHlll en
UNH123 loci. Al drie loci het getoon dat dit moontlike nul allele kan wees.
Versnelde inteling en genetiese drywing deur opeenvolgende generasies in gevangeneskap kan die
heterosigositeit en diversiteit verminder. Om die vermindering van diversiteit te toets was 'n
monster van die Busmans 1999 (N=25) populasie vergelyk met 'n monster van die Bushmans 2000
(N=36) populasie. Die vergelyking het veranderde alleel frekwensies, 'n betekenisvolle vermeerding
in gemiddelde waargeneemde heterosigositeit en 'n onbetekenisvolle verandering in gemiddelde
verwagte heterosigositeit getoon deur gebruik te maak van die UNHI04 en UNH123 loci.
Berekening van genetiese afstande en filogenetiese vergelykings tussen die populasies het nuwe
insig gegee oor die graad van bestuur wat nodig is om genetiese diversiteit in die natuurlike
populasies van 0. mossambicus tilapia te behou.UPGMA en Neighbour-Joining tegnieke was
gebruik om filogenetiese bome op te stel deur gebruik te maak van Dm en (OIl)2 afstand matrikse.
Populasie bondeling het geblyk om geografiese lokaliteit van die bron populasies te toon, alhoewel
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van die populasies nie met die geografiese lokaliteit ooreengestem het nie. Mantel toetse is gebruik
om 'n moontlike assosiasie tussen genetiese afstand matrikse wat verkry is van elke loci bloot te
stel. 'n Assosiasie sou 'n geografiese agtergrond tot populasie genetiese struktuur steun. Oortuigende
bewys is nie deur die Mantel toetse verskaf nie. Mantel toetse vir assosiasie tussen die
gekombineerde loci Dm en (OJ..l)2 genetiese afstand matrikse en In geografiese afstand matriks was
ook onbetekenisvol.
'n Tweedimensionele beskouing van die genetiese afstand data is voorgestel deur multi-
dimensionele skaal (MDS) grafieke van Euclidean afstand waardes van die Dm en (OJ..l)2 matrikse te
teken. Die graad van ooreenstemming met die UPGMA en Neighbour-Joining boom samevoeging
patroon was hoër vir die (OJ..l)2 as vir die DmMDS grafieke. Verspreiding grafieke het 'n vertroubare
nie-liniêre korrelasie tussen Euclidean afstande en genetiese afstande vir die twee-dimensionele
MDS grafieke getoon.
Die mikrosateliet merkers wat in die studie gebruik was het molekulêre informasie verskaf wat
nodig is vir 'n komplimentêre studie oor die kwantitatiewe genetiese evalueering van dié twaalf
populasies. Die kwantitatiewe studie het afmetings van gemiddelde lengte en gewig vermeerdering
van die populasies verskaf gebaseer op nageslag proewe. Geen betekenisvolle korrelasie van
gemiddelde hetersigositeit (geen diversiteit) was getoon met óf gemiddelde gewig óf lengte
vermeerdering.
Die betekenisvolle genetiese diversiteit en struktuur teenwoordig tussen die twaalf populasies het
rede gegee om strategieë te implimenteer om natuurlike 0. mossambicus populasies te konserveer
as genetiese bronne en om populasies in gevangeneskap te bestuur vir langtermyn instandhouding
van genetiese diversiteit.
VI
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
1.1 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE MOZAMBIQUE TILAPIA Oreochromis mossambicus
(Peters - 1852)
The Mozambique tilapia is a member of the Cichlidae family, a family of freshwater and brackish
water fishes found in Africa, Central and Southern America, India, Arabia and Madagascar. The
African cichlids constitute about 870 species (Skelton, 1993), the majority of which occur in the
African Great Lakes (Barel et al., 1985). Members of the family are divided into two main lineages,
the tilapiines and the haplochromines (Trewavas, 1983). The haplochromines are mainly predatory
fishes, while the tilapiines live predominantly on plant matter or sediment. Cichlids have diverse
breeding habits, which in most species involves pair-formation and guarding of offspring by one or
both of the parents. Tilapia species are classified as substrate spawners as they lay their eggs on
available substrate. The Sarotherodon and Oreochromis species are collectively known as mouth
brooders. One of the parents picks up the fertilized eggs and incubates them in the mouth.
Oreochromis species are entirely maternal mouth brooders while the Sarotherodon genus contains
paternal and maternal mouth brooders (Skelton, 1993).
Cichlids are important in scientific research, commercial fisheries and aquaculture (Pullin, 1988).
Scientific research on the cichlids encompasses the fields of taxonomy, biology and physiology of
the African Great Lake cichlids in particular Lakes Victoria, Malawi and Tanganyika which have
been extensively explored since the 1950's (Barel et al., 1985; Worthington and Lowe-McConnell,
1994) The rapid diversification of the Haplochromis species has been used as a model to study
evolution (Greenwood, 1951; Meyer et al., 1990). Cichlids constitute a large proportion of the
African annual total fishery of inland freshwater fishes (FAO Fisheries Statistic Database). In
aquaculture, a number of cichlid species have been used with differing degrees of success. The
Oreochromis species generally outperform species from the other genera; however, specific
members of the Sarotherodon and Tilapia genera perform well under favourable conditions (Pullin,
1988).
One of the first Oreochromis species to be cultured as a food source, mainly in Asia (1940's and
1950's), was the Mozambique tilapia, Oreochromis mossambicus (de Moor and Bruton, 1988;
Pullin, 1988; Agustin, 1999). This species has an uncanny ability to adapt to a diverse range of
aquatic conditions (de Moor and Bruton, 1988) often resulting in establishment of feral populations
where aquaculture is practiced. Indigenous to Southern Africa (Mozambique and South Africa), the
species now occurs in 61 countries as either farmed or feral populations (Agustin, 1999). Feral
establishment in some South East Asian countries has been so successful that 0. mossambicus is
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regarded as an aquatic pest (Beardmore et al., 1997). In most Asian countries, 0. mossambicus has
subsequently hindered the local fisheries resulting in plans to eradicate unwanted populations,
however, in Sri Lanka 0. mossambicus actually improved the local fisheries (Pullin et al., 1988). A
number of aquaculture and conservation issues have arisen following the global introduction and
distribution of 0. mossambicus (Van der Bank and Ferreira, 1987; de Moor and Bruton, 1988;
Pullin, 1988; Pullin et al., 1988; Agustin, 1999).
The introduction into Asia was probably based on less than 20 fish. The earliest record of 0.
mossambicus in Asia was of five fish alleged to have escaped from an aquarium store in East Java,
1939 (Agustin, 1999). Four of these fish (three males and a single female) may have formed the
founder population for the entire Asian O. mossambicus aquaculture industry (Pullin et al., 1988).
Agustin (1999) provides a detailed description of the introduction and distribution of 0.
mossambicus in tropical and subtropical countries outside its natural range and how the ancestry of
many of these introduced populations can be traced back to the four original aquarium fish from
East Java. The small number of originators, inherent founder effects (loss of genetic diversity) and
inbreeding (mating amongst relatives), is probably responsible for the relatively poor performance
of 0. mossambicus in Asia. Reduced performance of Asian 0. mossambicus strains created a
negative reputation for O. mossambicus in Asia and other nations (Agustin, 1999). Current global
tilapia production reflects a preference for the North African tilapia Oreochromis niloticus over 0.
mossambicus. Total world production of O. niloticus increased from 12000 tons in 1970 to 888000
tons in 1999. Total world production of O. mossambicus in 1970 was 1100 tons. Production peaked
in 1995 at 58500 tons however subsequently decreased to 46000 tons in 1999 (FAO, 2001).
Fortunately wild populations of O. mossambicus tilapia still exist in their native range in Southern
Africa (Van der Bank and Ferreira, 1987; Agustin, 1999). The potential of wild O. mossambicus
from Southern Africa as a source of genetic material for developing and supplementing new
aquaculture strains, was considered in 1988 as part of a review on wild tilapia genetic resources.
Growth performance and appearance of wild Mozambique tilapia in Southern Africa were quoted as
being superior to that of Asian introduced populations (Pullin, 1988). The implementation of a
quantitative and population genetic evaluation of 0. mossambicus at the University of Stellenbosch
in 1998 aimed to provide a genetic component to the development of aquaculture strains and the
conservation of natural Mozambique tilapia populations.
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1.1.1 Aquaculture in South Africa - The Role of Tilapia
South African aquaculture production is a relatively underdeveloped industry (Hoffinan et al.,
2000). Total production of aquaculture products in 1998 was 5301 metric tons (MT). In
comparison, Africa as a whole produced 121 905 metric tons. Total world aquaculture production
was 36 050 168 metric tons. In South Africa, rainbow trout dominated the annual production of
freshwater fish (1650 MT). Ornamental Koi carp production made the second largest contribution
(75 MT). Catfish (Clarias gariepinus) and tilapia species (e.g. 0. mossambicus) were the closest
rivals. A huge increase in catfish production in the late 1980's was challenged by marketing
constraints, which reduced production from 1150 metric tons in 1991 to its current level of 40
metric tons. Total South African tilapia production mainly from small-scale commercial farms, was
only 70 metric tons (45 MT 0. mossambicus, 25 MT other tilapia species) (Hoffinan, et al., 2000)
contributing little to world tilapia production for 1998 (1 559 967 MT) (FAO Fisheries Statistic
Database, 1998 figures). The South African tilapia industry currently consists of commercial
farming projects in the Northern and Western Cape Provinces, Mpumalanga, Northern Province and
Kwazulu-Natal. Further development of the tilapia commercial sector is expected when knowledge
of the production potential of 0. mossambicus expands (Hoffinan et ai, 2000). Of the tilapias,
Oreochromis mossambicus has received the most interest in aquaculture in Southern Africa due to
its favourable growth compared to other tilapia species in the region (Jubb, 1967; Bruton, 1983;
Ferreira and Schoonbee, 1983; Gaigher, 1983; Pike, 1983; McVeigh, 1995; McVeigh, 1998).
Early attempts at farming with tilapia in Southern Africa were hampered by technical and
environmental factors. One of the main obstacles was the prolific breeding achieved through
precocious maturity that occurred in dams stocked with both sexes leading to the production of
small fish of little market value. The technology needed to breed monosex, all male, fry or sterile
hybrids was not available or too expensive for the average farmer. Another limiting factor was the
susceptibility of most tilapia species, excluding Ti/apia sparmanni, to cold temperatures
experienced in the Western Cape and the Highveld during winter (Jubb, 1967). Ti/apia sparmanni
has little value as an aquaculture species as it rarely grows larger than twenty centimeters (Skelton,
1993). The Department of Inland Fisheries, Stellenbosch, therefore spearheaded a search for cold
tolerant species for aquaculture in the Western Cape. A number of tilapia species including Ti/apia
aurea (Oreochromis aureus), Ti/apia galilaea (Sarotherodon galilaeus), and Ti/apia zillii were
imported from Israel in 1959 and reared at the Jonkershoek fish hatchery in Stellenbosch. Western
Cape farm dams were stocked with tilapia offspring from the Jonkershoek species. A species survey
of the dams, in 1964, indicated that O. aureus and S. ga/ilaeus had survived the cold winters.
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Oreochromis mossambicus was introduced into Western Cape farm dams and coastal lagoons by
the Cape Nature Conservation Department (the Western Cape governmental agency responsible for
conservation) in the 1960's (de Moor and Bruton, 1988). The De Hoop Vlei and Zeekoe Vlei
brackish coastal lagoons both contained established populations of 0. mossambicus by 1966. The
salinity of the lagoons was often as high as five parts per thousand (Jubb, 1967). In 1998,
Stellenbosch University Division of Aquaculture (USDA), in collaboration with University of
Wales (Swansea), began developing the technology required to solve the problems surrounding 0.
mossambicus tilapia farming in Southern Africa. The technology developed for aquaculture of 0.
niloticus was adapted for use on 0. mossambicus. This included research into nutrition,
recirculation technology, rearing in tunnel enclosed ground dams, and development of monos ex fry.
A small-scale tilapia farming co-operative was established by encouraging local farm labourers to
rear caged tilapia in existing wine farm dams.
1.1.2 Conservation of O. mossambicus in South Africa
Artificial introductions of exotic fish, including tilapia, for fisheries or aquaculture have caused
ecological disruptions through habitat loss and extinction of endemic species (Pullin, 1988). Lake
Victoria offers disturbing examples of biodiversity disruptions possibly caused through introduction
of exotic fish species coinciding with or activating other environmental disruptions (Barel et al.,
1985; Ogutuohwayo and Hecky, 1991; Lowe-McConnell, 1997). Lates niloticus, a voracious
predator that can grow to a large size, was suggested as a suitable food species for introduction into
Lake Victoria in the 1950's to supplement a declining natural fishery (Barel et al., 1985). Initially,
L. niloticus introductions occurred through accidental escape from farm ponds neighbouring the
lake. The Lake Victoria Fisheries Service (LVFS) (Lowe-McConnell, 1997) deliberately made
subsequent introductions. The devastating consequences for indigenous Lake Victoria species have
been reviewed by Barel et al. (1985), Witte et al. (1992) and Lowe-McConnell (1997).
Investigations indicated that fisheries landings subsequent to introduction in some parts of the lake
consisted almost entirely of the introduced L. niloticus. The yearly fishery landings for Lake
Victoria increased from in the region of 100 000 tons, prior to L. niloticus introduction, to 561 000
tons in 1990 (Nile perch constituting most of the catch) (Lowe-McConnell, 1997). The decline in
catches of indigenous species was attributed to heavy predation by L. niloticus. Surveys of the lake
indicated that more than 260 species, including 200 of the 300 documented cichlids, had
disappeared within three decades post stocking of the Nile Perch (Witte et al., 1992; Lowe-
McConnell, 1997). This was considered nothing short of disastrous for both the local communities
that relied on endemic species as a preferred food source and the scientific community studying the
biology and taxonomy of the indigenous fishes (Lowe-McConnell, 1997).
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The Haplochromis Ecology Survey Team (HEST) implicated L. ni/oticus as a key figure in the
decline of Lake Victoria's faunal diversity (Lowe-McConnell, 1997). Extensive eutrofication, algal
blooms and zones of reduced dissolved oxygen prominent in various parts of Lake Victoria during
the 1950's and 1960's (Ogutuohwayo and Hecky, 1991; Lowe-McConnell, 1997) have been
implicated as possible contributing factors to the loss of trophic diversity and the transformation of
fish communities (Ogutuohwayo and Hecky, 1991). The influence of pollution and exotic species
introduction on the Great Lakes has been extensively researched, however, many of the problems
await further investigation (Worthington and Lowe-McConnell, 1994).
The introduction of L. ni/oticus in the 1950's coincided with the introduction ofa number oftilapia
species. The tilapias, 0. ni/oticus, and Ti/apia zillii were introduced into Lake Victoria in 1953 by
the LVFS in an attempt to enhance the existing tilapia fishery (Lowe-McConnell, 1997).
Introductions of 0. leucostictus and T. melanopleura were also made in the 1950's and early 1960's
(Ogutuohwayo and Hecky, 1991). Prior to introduction the tilapia fishery consisted mainly of the
endemic O. esculentus and 0. variabilis. Oreochromis niloticus has subsequently become the
dominant tilapia in the lake having hybridised with and displaced most of the indigenous tilapias
(Pullin, 1988;Lowe-McConnell, 1997).
The adept colonization capabilities of many tilapia species are exemplified by 0. mossambicus,
which has been described as one of the most phenotypically plastic extant species (de Moor and
Bruton, 1988).The Asian feral populations of 0. mossambicus bare sentiment to this (Vander Bank
et al., 1989; Agustin, 1999). The remarkable ability to adapt and proliferate in a multitude of
environmental conditions would suggest that o. mossambicus is not a threatened species. The
species is not listed in the South African Red Data book of endangered fishes (Skelton, 1987);
however, this does not exclude O. mossambicus from requiring conservation and management,
particularly at the population level. There are a number of conservation issues surrounding 0.
mossambicus in southern Africa (de Moor and Bruton, 1988).
1.1.2.1 Translocations
The history of O. mossambicus introductions in South Africa is documented from the early 1950's
to the 1980's (de Moor and Bruton, 1988). There have been few studies on the impact that these
introductions have had on local aquatic biodiversity (de Moor and Bruton, 1988) despite the
insinuation of 0. mossambicus in the damaging of many international watercourses (Trewavas,
1983). 0. mossambicus of Transvaal origin were introduced into farm dams in Malmesbury (Cape
Province) in 1936. Some of these fish were transferred to the Jonkershoek Hatchery to act as
breeding stock for further distribution. A number of other hatcheries took part in the breeding and
distribution of O. mossambicus in other parts of South Africa: the Umgeni Warmwater Hatchery
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(Kwazulu Natal), the Lydenburg Hatchery (Mpumalanga), the Amalinda Hatchery (East London)
and the Lowveld Fisheries Research Station (Mpumalanga). The local translocation of Mozambique
tilapia into areas outside its natural range was considered more of a disturbance to natural aquatic
ecosystems than an advantage (de Moor and Bruton, 1988).
Translocation in South Africa took place mainly for utlisation in aquaculture, recreational fishing,
and biological control of chironomids and macrophytes (de Moor and Bruton, 1988). Evidence
transpired that 0. mossambicus introductions impacted negatively on endemic fish in Kwazulu
Natal, Eastern Cape and Western Cape Rivers (Crass, 1969; Gaigher el al., 1980). Translocation of
cultured or non-localO. mossambicus populations was also described as a threat to the genetic
diversity present in local wild 0. mossambicus populations (Pike, 1983; de Moor and Bruton,
1988). Genetic diversity in wild populations was stated as being worthy of protection due to unique
qualities such as cold tolerance and high salt concentration tolerance characteristic of certain
populations (de Moor and Bruton, 1988).
1.1.2.2 Hybridisation and Displacement
The introduction into South Africa of the popular 0. niloticus species that performs well in
aquaculture in other countries represents a potential threat to natural tilapia populations, since most
tilapia species readily hybridise (Wohlfarth, 1994; Van der Waal and Bills, 2000). In a similar
manner,o. mossambicus represents a threat to tilapia species in areas outside its natural range. Two
inhabitants of the Okavango delta, 0. macrochir and 0. andersonii can interbreed with 0.
mossambicus. Flooding of neighbouring pans, in which 0. mossambicus already occurs, constitutes
a route for introduction into the Okavango river (de Moor and Bruton, 1988). Hybridisation is more
likely between tilapia with close genetic relationships. Starch gel electrophoresis of 24 allozyme
loci provided evidence of a close relationship between 0. mossambicus and O. niloticus (Pouyad
and Agnese, 1995).
Present South African conservation laws restrict translocation of indigenous fish and introduction of
exotic fish into natural water systems. One of the biggest potential threats to the genetic integrity of
0. mossambicus populations, however, arises from the existence of exotic populations of 0.
niloticus within the natural range of O. mossambicus (de Moor and Bruton, 1988; Van der Waal,
2000). Indeed, Moralee and Van der Waal (2000) have already presented morphological and
biochemical evidence of wild F I hybrids between the two species in the Limpopo river system.
Ironically, in the 1950's, O. niloticus was imported into and distributed in South Africa by local
companies and government agencies (reviewed by de Moor and Bruton, 1988). In 1955, the Cape
Nature Conservation Department established a population of O. niloticus at the Jonkershoek
Hatchery for breeding experiments. In 1978, the Natal Fisheries Development Corporation stocked
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a small dam in Northern Kwazulu Natal with a population of 0. niloticus from the Amatikulu
Hatchery. The population was later destroyed. The Tongaat Sugar Company introduced 0. niloticus
into the Dudley Pringle dam (Wewe river catchment in Kwazulu Natal) in 1982. The Stellenbosch
University Aquaculture Division is, currently investigating DNA markers, to characterise parental
and hybrid genotypes in 0. mossambicus and 0. niloticus.
1.1.2.3 Habitat Loss
Oreochromis mossambicus forms part of the rich fish diversity found in South African aquatic
habitats (Skelton, 1993; Van der Waal, 2000). Habitat loss or fragmentation occurs through
interventions on natural water systems for power, transport, agriculture and water consumption. The
effects of human encroachment, on aquatic habitats are often detrimental, leading to the extinction
of aquatic species (Crass, 1969; Avault, 1994). Aquaculture also constitutes a form of
encroachment. In the vast majority of cases of habitat loss, the evidence suggest that species
diversity has reduced, often dramatically so (Lande, 1998). Shrimp and whitefish culture induced
almost fifty percent of mangrove estuary destruction in the Philippines. The direct consequence was
a reduction in species diversity in the mangrove forests (Beardmore et al., 1997).
1.1.2.4 Loss of Genetic Diversity through Genetic Interactions
Genetic diversity within populations represents a fundamental level of biological diversity
(Biodiversity) from which more commonly utilised estimates of biological diversity (such as
numbers of species, families, and phyla) arise (Harper and Hawksworth, 1994, Beardmore et al.,
1997). Conservation genetics generally deals directly with the genetic diversity present in
populations, how this affects the fitness of the populations and their demographic history
(Beaumont, 2001). The conservation of genetic diversity in wild fish populations has been
frequently discussed (Adkison, 1995; McConnell et al. 1995b; Garcia De Leon et al., 1997; Small
et al., 1998; Heist and Gold, 1999).
Genetic factors that can reduce genetic diversity in wild populations include founder events,
bottlenecks and artificial supplementation with large numbers of organisms with low overall genetic
diversity (Ryman et al., 1995; Ryman, 1997). Agustin (1999) provided evidence of dramatically
reduced genetic variation, through founder effects and bottlenecks, in four feral O. mossambicus
stocks in the Australasian Pacific region when compared to wild populations from the natural range
of the species in South Africa. A single mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) haplotype was found in all
the feral stocks. Genetic diversity for mtDNA was reported as being highly diverse between eight
wild South African populations that contained 26 different haplotypes. Microsatellite diversity was
also considerably reduced in feral stocks (Agustin, 1999).
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De Moor and Bruton (1988) cautioned that the translocation of Mozambique tilapia within South
Africa could jeopardize the unique genetic variation present in the wild populations of 0.
mossambicus. If this occurred on a large scale, the influx of non-locally adapted genes could reduce
the fitness in the wild populations. This phenomenon - known as outbreeding depression - has been
demonstrated through simulation studies (Yokota and Watanabe, 1997) and also on wild salmon
populations (Kruegar et al., 1981, Thorpe et al., 1981), where the original intention was to
supplement fish numbers (see review by Allendorf et al., 1987; Fleming and Gross, 1993; Jones et
al., 1996; Tessier et al., 1997).
1.1.3 The Natural Distribution of Oreochromis mossambicus
Natural populations of Oreochromis mossambicus occur from the lower regions of the Shire and
Zambezi rivers to the Bushmans river in the Eastern Cape. Populations are predominantly found in
East flowing coastal rivers (Jubb, 1967; Trewavas, 1983; de Moor and Bruton, 1988; Skelton,
1993). A temperature cline (12°C) and fewer accessible estuaries prevent the natural distribution of
Mozambique tilapia spreading further south or inland. Introduced populations exist in farm dams in
parts of the Western Cape and the Northern Cape (Skelton, 1993).
The salt tolerance of 0. mossambicus enables it to survive periodic exposure to seawater. During
heavy flooding, riverine fish are often washed out of estuary mouths into the sea. The salt intolerant
fish succumb to the high salt concentration of seawater (Jubb, 1967). The two predominant sea
current systems that operate off the East Coast of Southern Africa, the Mozambique and the
Benguela (Pearce, 1977), can move the salt tolerant (euryhaline) O. mossambicus southward.
Migration to more southern rivers is thought to occur when seagoing O. mossambicus manage to
enter more southern located estuaries whereupon they swim up to the calmer parts of a river and
breed with existing 0. mossambicus or establish completely new populations (Jubb, 1967;
Trewavas, 1983).
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1.2 INTRODUCTION - MOLECULAR GENETIC RESEARCH IN TILAPIA
The comprehensive characterization of genetic variation in the tilapias includes the use of
morphometric characters, proteins (in particular allozymes), mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) and
nuclear DNA. These markers have been used to assess population and species level genetic
variation for tilapias. Each method has noticeable advantages and disadvantages.
1.2.1 Morphometric Markers in Tilapia
Morphometric trait data constitute a vast collection of systematic information. Common
morphological features used to distinguish between species are number of gill rakers, number of
dorsal or anal fin spines and characteristic colours and markings (Trewavas, 1983). Renowned
works on tilapia morphometries include research done on tilapia species in their natural African
ranges (Trewavas, 1983; Teugels and Thys van den Audenaerde, 1992). There are two main
limitations in using morphometric characters in taxonomy. Firstly variation in such characters is
assumed to reflect only heritable factors, whereas environmental influences are often influential
(Van der Bank, et al., 1989; Falk et al., 1996); secondly the highly variable rate of evolution of
morphometric characters - particularly those under selection - imposes bias on genetic distance
estimates. Morphometric data, however, has necessarily formed the historical backbone to
taxonomy, and provides the calibration points for more recent molecular tools (Hillis, 1987).
1.2.2 Allozyme Markers in Tilapia
Allozymes probably provide the most rapid method for obtaining data at the molecular level on
genetic variation within and between populations or species. Electrophoretic separation detects the
charge differences between proteins that arise through some mutations in enzyme encoding loci.
Proteins are products of functional genes, which therefore may be under selection. Interpretation of
allozyme variation for the purpose of population genetics, however, relies on the premise that the
distribution of alleles among populations is not under selection; i.e. that allozyme variation is
selectively neutral. This dichotomy formed the basis of the selectionist/neutralist debate, which has
been investigated extensively (Lewontin, 1974; Lewontin, 1991; Avise, 1994). The general
consensus of the selectionistlneutralist debate was that in the absence of convincing exclusive
evidence, the neutral model as the most parsimonious explanation, was a logical framework for
interpretation, and that even under most commonly applied models of selection, the validity of a
neutral interpretation was not undermined (see review by Skibinski and Ward, 1998).
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Allozymes have been widely used for identifying stocks of tilapia used in aquaculture (McAndrew
and Majumdar, 1983), detecting gene introgression between and within aquaculture species
(Macaranas et al., 1986; De Silva, 1997) and answering population genetic and systematic questions
by providing phylogenetic information for cultured and wild tilapia populations (Vander Bank et
al., 1989; Van der Bank, 1994; Pouyaud and Agnese, 1995; Rognon et al., 1996; Vreven et al.,
1998). Aside from questions regarding the neutrality of allozymes, their main limitation is the
requirement for tissue to remain frozen during transportation and storage. The recent proliferation
of DNA techniques whereby tissue can simply be preserved in alcohol (Zhang and Hewitt, 1998)
has rendered the logistics of allozyme techniques less attractive.
1.2.3 Mitochondrial DNA Markers in Tilapia
Mitochondrial DNA population and species research explores different regions of the mitochondrial
genome depending on the level of discrimination required (Kocher and Stepien, 1997). In addition
to the D-Loop non-coding region, there are generally around thirteen protein, twenty-two transfer
RNA and two ribosomal RNA coding regions in the mtDNA molecule. Variation in these regions
includes nucleotide substitution length heteroplasmy (Buroker et al., 1990) and site heteroplasmy
(Skibinski et al., 1994) The D-Loop region has higher levels of genetic variation than that of coding
regions, a useful attribute in population comparisons (Hillis et al., 1996; Hartl and Clark, 1997).
The more conserved coding regions, like the ND5/6 region and Cytochrome B region are useful for
species identification, systematics and evolutionary research due to the lower levels of variation
(Kocher and Stepien, 1997).
Universal primers have been developed from the mtDNA genome regions of several organisms
(Avise, 1994). These primers often amplify analogous regions in related species (Kocher and White,
1989; Bernatchez et al., 1992; Hillis et al., 1996). Tilapia species and population level questions
have been addressed using some of these universal mtDNA primers (Rognon and Guyomard, 1997;
Agustin, 1999). Agustin (1999) constructed phylogenetic trees, from D-Ioop mitochondrial
haplotype matrices for wild populations of 0. mossambicus in Southern Africa. Agustin's work
represents a preliminary attempt at divulging genetic relatedness and demographic history of wild
0. mossambicus populations in Southern Africa. The range of 0. mossambicus distribution covered
was stated as being incomplete. Further sampling and analysis of populations from other regions
within Southern Africa was suggested (Agustin, 1999).
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1.2.4. Nuclear DNA Markers in Tilapia
Methods used to investigate genetic questions in tilapia have tended to follow the history of
technique development. Early research involved traditional cytogenetic techniques to determine the
diploid number (mostly 44) for several Oreochromis species including 0. mossambicus (Majumdar
and McAndrew, 1986). With the discovery of large regions of repetitive DNA in the tilapia genome,
the first attempts at species comparisons were made using satellite DNA and fingerprinting methods
(Wright, 1989; Franck et aI., 1992). The Random Amplified Polymorphic DNA (RAPD) technique
has also been used for species comparisons (Bardakci and Skibinski, 1994), as have minisatellite
(VNTR) techniques (Naish et ai., 1995; John et ai., 1996).
Recent interest in utilising genetic markers the presence of which is correlated to genes of
quantitative performance value has led to Quantitative Trait Loci (QTL) approaches which are most
efficiently pursued with a high number of markers such as are typically generated with linkage
maps. The Kocher group at the University of New Hampshire have spearheaded this approach in
Tilapia with the development of a genetic linkage map for O. niloticus using micro satellite and
Amplified Fragment Length Polymorphisms (AFLP) markers. The 0. niloticus linkage map
consists of 30 linkage groups encompassing the 22 chromosomes of the haploid genome. The
linkage groups contain 62 microsatellite sequence tagged sites (STS) and 112 AFLP loci. Using the
distances calculated between the STS and AFLP markers a total map length of 1000 - 1200 cM was
calculated for 0. niloticus (Lee and Kocher, 1996; Kocher et ai., 1998).
The groundwork carried out by the Kocher group and previous researchers enabled the initiation of
a number of linkage, population and paternity genetic studies on tilapia and related cichlid species
(Harris et al, 1991; Kellog et ai., 1995; Naish et al, 1995; Knight et ai., 1998; Agustin, 1999;
Agresti et ai., 2000). Many of the studies made use of repetitive sequences known as satellite (300-
6000 base pairs), minisatellite (9 - 65 base pairs) or micro satellite (2 - 5 base pairs) DNA,
depending on the size of the nucleotide repeats (Wright, 1989; Harris and Wright, 1995; Orti et ai.,
1997). Of the three repetitive DNA marker types available, microsatellites have the most valuable
qualities for use in fish population genetics since their relatively high mutation rates offer a high
level of resolution most useful for population studies (O'Reilly and Wright, 1995). Broad
conclusions from the research on microsatellite loci describe microsatellites as very useful for
intraspecies studies involving populations that have not become too genetically diverged (Takazaki
and Nei, 1996). However, micro satellite use relies on the progresses made in the techniques used to
analyse other nuclear DNA regions, in particular, the Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR),
sequencing and cloning techniques.
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1.3 BACKGROUND TO POPULATION GENETIC APPROACHES
1.3.1 Mechanisms of Genetic Change
Population genetic research is made possible by mechanisms that create genetic diversity and that
lead to changes in allele frequencies between populations (reviewed extensively by Lewontin
(1974), Avise (1994), Hillis et al. (1996), Hartl and Clark (1997) and Hedrick (2000)). The theories
behind these mechanisms in particular the Wright-Fisher theory of random genetic drift formulated
by Fisher (1930) and Wright (1931), and Haldane's mathematical models of selection (reviewed by
Sarkar, 1992) form the foundation of population genetics.
The two mechanisms that introduce new variation are mutation within and migration between
populations. Mutation can create new alleles at a locus while migration allows for movement of the
alleles between populations (gene flow) resulting in frequency changes. The two mechanisms that
reduce genetic variation are genetic drift (random loss of alleles) and directional selection, which
will lead to rapid fixation. Genetic drift leads to a reduction in the number of alleles present at a
locus and its magnitude is inversely proportional to the effective population size Ne (size of the
breeding population if every individual was unrelated and had an equal probability of passing on
offspring to the next generation). Only the individuals that survive and breed pass their alleles on to
the next generation. Genetic drift has the potential to reduce the number of alleles at a locus to one
(allele fixation). This requires no immigration of new alleles and no mutation. Under the neutral
theory then (and in the absence of immigration/emigration), the level of polymorphism in a
population generally reflects a balance between allele gain through mutation, and allele loss through
genetic drift. Since the mutation rate is generally considered to be constant for a given gene class,
and the rate of drift is inversely proportional to Ne, levels of genetic variation are expected to be
greater in species with larger Ne. General reviews support this expectation (e.g. Nevo, 1978).
Early attempts to solve the nature of genetic variation present in populations and the role of natural
selection in evolution of a species, led to the formation of two hypotheses (reviewed by Lewontin,
1974). The first, which became known as the Classical hypothesis, stated that individuals from a
population were homozygous for wild-type alleles at most loci with very few loci heterozygous for
a deleterious mutant gene. The number of loci carrying deleterious mutant genes was deemed the
'mutation load'. Under the Classical theory natural selection was seen as a purifying agent that
removes deleterious genes and occasionally fixes advantageous alleles through selective sweeps.
The alternate Balance hypothesis stated that individuals from a population were predominantly
heterozygous at all loci with no particular wild-type allele at a locus. Homozygous loci exist in
different individuals with different alleles, although some loci can be fixed for a single allele among
all individuals. Early researchers had no method to test these hypotheses apart from observing
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phenotypic ratios in breeding experiments (Lewontin, 1974; Lewontin, 1991). The introduction of
the technique for gel electrophoresis of proteins (Harris, 1966; Hubby and Lewontin, 1966;
Lewontin and Hubby, 1966) provided, a direct method of assessing the molecular genetic variation
between species and populations (Lewontin, 1991).
Aware of the deleterious nature of many visibly detectable mutations in Drosophila studies, and the
allele fixing nature of directional selection, early population geneticists believed molecular
techniques would reveal a lack of allozyme variation within populations. In contrast, early
molecular genetic research revealed a great deal of diversity for allozyme markers resulting in
controversy over the mechanisms that maintain this variation in populations (Hartl and Clarke,
1997).Initially the traditionalists came up with the concept that the allozyme variation detected was
of no functional significance, and so was selectively neutral - the so-called 'neutral' theory
(Kimura, 1968; King and Jukes, 1969). This was countered by the idea that since directional
selection tended to reduce genetic variation, selection for heterozygosity - so called balancing
selection could act to maintain polymorphism (Levene, 1953; Dempster, 1955; Kimura, 1955;
Haldane and Jayakar, 1963).Whilst there are many examples of genotype/environment correlations
for which selection is a reasonable explanation (see review by Koehn and Hilbish, 1987), this is not
in conflict with modified versions of the neutral model, such as the nearly neutral model (Ohta,
1992).The fact that both broad models can be demonstrated to fit the data has left something of a
lack of clear resolution to this debate. Despite this, however, most researchers accept the neutral
model, for reasons of parsimony (the model makes fewer assumptions), and in most cases for lack
of specific evidence to the contrary.
1.3.1.1 Balancing Selection
The concept of balancing selection has many forms based on attempts to try to explain the causes of
high levels of polymorphism. One theory is that selection favours heterozygotes leading to an
excess of heterozygous individuals, increasing the diversity present in a population through single
locus heterosis. The theory is reliant on over-dominance at individual genotypes being a balancing
mechanism in populations (Lewontin, 1974). Other forms of balancing selection that have been
suggested are frequency-dependent selection (e.g. Cain, 1988) or that selection over time and space
is responsible. This is encompassed by Wallace's (1968) theory of marginal over dominance. These
and many other forms have been used to try to explain the theory of balancing selection (King,
1967; Milkman, 1967; Sved et al., 1967; Lewontin, 1974; Hedrick, 2000) and support the
'selectionist' view of protein polymorphism.
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1.3.1.2 Neutrality
The alternative theory put forward was that of neutrality (Kimura, 1968; King and Jukes, 1969).
This theory predicts that most observed allelic variation is of no functional significance (i.e. the
genetic variation is selectively neutral), and that the level of allelic variation present in a population
at equilibrium is a balance between mutation and genetic drift alone. Mutation creates new alleles -
those under directional selection are either rapidly fixed or rapidly eliminated, and so don't playa
role in maintaining polymorphism. New alleles not under selection change in frequency by chance,
eventually becoming fixed or lost by genetic drift. The rate at which new alleles become fixed in a
population is equal to the neutral mutation rate (Jl) so that at equilibrium, mutation and genetic drift
are balanced in a population.
The neutral theory provides the framework for population genetic analyses. Two populations will
diverge in gene frequencies by chance alone, the divergence being countered by migration among
populations. Differences in gene frequencies among populations then provide the basis for
quantifying the rate of exchange and hence allow populations to be classified according to an array
of genetic proximity defined by exchange rates.
1.3.2 Microsatellites, Effective Markers for Population Genetics
Population geneticists make use of markers that are genetically diverse and assumed to be neutral
(Hartl and Clarke, 1997; Hedrick, 2000). Microsatellite DNA is particularly suited to population
genetics since sequences are assumed to be non-coding, and therefore presumed to be unlikely to be
under direct selection (Goldstein and Schlotterer, 1999). Microsatellite motifs are also very
common, widely dispersed throughout the genome, and highly polymorphic (Edwards et al., 1991;
Goldstein and Schlotterer, 1999). This latter feature arises since micro satellite or Simple Sequence
Repeat (SSR) DNA mutates at a faster rate (1 x 10-4per site per generation) than that of coding
DNA (1 x 10-9) (Levinson and Gutman, 1987; Henderson and Petes, 1992). The faster mutation rate
and co-dominant inheritance of micro satellite DNA makes it suitable for population level
comparisons. The differences present between populations are the result of genetic drift, mutation
and migration (O'Reilly and Wright, 1995; Slatkin, 1995; Hartl and Clark, 1997; Goldstein and
Schlotterer, 1999; Hedrick, 2000). The effective use of micro satellites as population genetic
markers requires understanding the microsatellite mutation mechanism, the mutation models that
operate at microsatellite loci and techniques required for micro satellite application.
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1.3.2.1 Microsatellite Mutation Mechanism
The mechanism that leads to mutation at microsatellite loci is known as Slipped Strand Miss-pairing
(SSM). During replication, slippage of the newly synthesized DNA strand in a 3' to 5' direction,
results in an unpaired complimentary repeat unit in the template strand. As replication continues,
DNA polymerase adds an extra repeat unit (motif) opposite to the unpaired complimentary template
unit, increasing the length of the new micro satellite strand by one motif. If slippage occurs in the
newly synthesized strand in a 5' to 3' direction then one repeat unit overshoots the complimentary
region in the template strand. As replication continues, DNA polymerase locates the apparent extra
unit and removes it resulting in a decreased microsatellite length for the new strand (Levinson and
Gutman, 1987; Henderson and Petes, 1992; Schlotterer and Tautz, 1992). Additional mechanisms
that have been proposed as mutation mechanisms for microsatellite loci are unequal sister
chromatid exchange and genetic recombination (Shriver et al., 1993).
1.3.2.2 Microsatellite Mutation Models
Two models of allele mutation have been adapted to explain microsatellite evolution, the Infinite
Alleles Model (lAM) (Kimura and Crow, 1964) and the Stepwise Mutation Model (SMM) (Kimura
and Weiss, 1964; Ohta and Kimura, 1973). The lAM states that when a mutation occurs at a locus
the newly created allele takes on a unique electrophoretic conformation independent of the allele
from which it was formed. In this way, an infinite number of alleles can exist for a particular locus.
The SMM states that new alleles are created at a locus in a stepwise fashion. A new allele carries
information about the allele from which it was formed (Ohta and Kimura, 1973). The SMM,
originally developed for allozyme markers, conveniently finds application in the use of
microsatellite markers since changes in microsatellite allele repeat size are thought to occur
predominantly in a stepwise fashion (Rousset, 1996; Goldstein and Pollock, 1997; Goldstein and
Schlotterer, 1999). Repeat size can increase or decrease in single increments of the repeat motif.
There appears to be a limit to size of microsatellites and a bias towards increased length as apposed
to decreased length however no direct evidence exists to validate these constraints (Bowcock et al.,
1994; Garza et al., 1995; Goldstein and Schlotterer, 1999).
There has been some criticism of the single-step, stepwise mutation model proposed for
micro satellite DNA. Microsatellite loci have been found that exhibited an allelic mutational nature
more like the lAM than SMM (Shriver et al., 1993; Valdes et al., 1993; Di Rienzo et al., 1994).
This is particularly true of microsatellites with repeat motifs of two base pairs (di-nucleotide
repeats). Simulation studies confirmed this showing that Short Tandem Repeat (STR) DNA with
repeat motifs of three to five base pairs followed the SMM model very well (100%) however only
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65% of the one to two base pair microsatellite repeats followed a strict SMM mode of evolution.
The study also included mini satellite loci (15 to 70 base pair repeats). Seventy three percent of the
minisatellite loci did not conform to the SMM. The reduced conformity of microsatellite
dinucleotide loci to a one-step SMM was likened to the presence of a low frequency of multi-step
mutations resulting in a more lAM affiliated allele distribution (Shriver et al., 1993). SMM is
applicable to micro satellite loci but caution must be taken in using it as the sole mechanism behind
allelic change (Shriver et al., 1993; Valdes et al., 1993; Di Rienzo et al., 1994). Di Rienzo et al.
(1994) suggested a model explaining the nature of mutation at di-nucleotide microsatellite loci
known as the Two Phase Model (TPM). This model proposes stepwise mutations as the main
mechanism of di-nucleotide microsatellite change but also incorporates the possibility of larger
mutations in accordance with the lAM model.
1.3.3.3 Techniques for Microsatellite Application
The single DNA technique that makes micro satellite analysis so popular for population comparison
is the Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) (Mullis et al., 1986; Mullis, 1990; Hillis et al., 1996). PCR
revolutionized the use of DNA markers in all fields of genetic research (Erlich and Arnheim, 1992).
Developments in PCR technology include the amplification of increasingly longer lengths of DNA
sequence and the amplification of DNA from miniscule amounts of template DNA. Ultimately it is
thought that modified PCR will allow for amplification of entire genomes (Brown, 1997) - indeed
this is the objective of genome projects in E. coli, humans, mice, yeast, and other organisms
(Genome Web - Other Vertebrate Genome Database). The small size of microsatellite sequences
enables rapid amplification and analysis, using PCR based methods. Multiplexing (the use of
multiple primer sets in one PCR reaction, or the use of simultaneous PCR products in sequencers)
and fragment analysis using automated DNA sequencers allows for a high throughput of
information (Goldstein and Schlotterer, 1999)
The use of micro satellite DNA as a molecular marker requires preliminary research, outlined by
Hammond et al. (1998), to develop primers flanking the region containing the microsatellite DNA
repeat. There are two approaches to identifying micro satellite repeat regions present within the
genome of an animal. The quickest method is to screen GENBANK for micro satellite DNA
sequences that have previously been submitted by other researchers working on the organism of
concern or a closely related organism. In the absence of existing GENBANK sequence information
a cloning technique is employed. Genomic clones are constructed containing short sequences of the
genome from the animal for which primers are required. Some of the clones contain DNA with
micro satellite repeat regions. These clones are identified using probes homologous to the DNA
repeat. The clones are then sequenced and forward and reverse primers for the DNA regions
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flanking the microsatellite repeat are designed. Methods have now been developed to render
microsatellite cloning techniques more efficient by the use of specific enrichment protocols
(Paetkau, 1999).
A problem that often accompanies the use of microsatellites as genetic markers is the presence of
stutter bands. So called stutter bands are thought to be generated during PCR by slipped strand
mispairing creating additional PCR products that differ in size by one or two repeat units from the
true PCR product. They are visible on electrophoresis gels as bands that precede or very rarely trail
the true microsatellite band. Dinucleotide microsatellite repeats are more prone to stuttering than
trinucleotide repeats. Stutter bands stain less intensely than the true bands however when analysing
PCR products of mixed DNA samples identification of the true PCR products can be problematic
due to the superimposition of bands (Schlotterer and Tautz, 1992; Goldstein and Schlotterer, 1999).
In most cases these can be resolved by close examination of the peak sizes and logical inference.
Further problems accompanying microsatellite data include the presence of null alleles (probably
due to mutations in a priming site resulting in non-amplification of a specific allele) which can
result in an apparent reduced heterozygosity (Callen et al., 1993; Paetkau and Strobeck, 1995;
Pemberton et al., 1995) and single base pair shifts in allele size (Ginot et al., 1996; Browstein et al.,
1996).
Primers obtained for a particular species are often used for other species due to analogous priming
sites (microsatellite flanking regions) (Rico et al., 1996). A comparison done on fish microsatellite
flanking regions for 18 microsatellite loci in distantly related taxa revealed evidence of a level of
conservation in the region of 470 million years. The finding suggests that there are numerous
analogous priming sites between fish species making for a potentially large resource of
polymorphic markers for population genetic work. Levels of polymorphism for the micro satellites
were higher for species related to the species from which the primers were developed (Rico et al.,
1996). The between species conservation of O. niloticus micro satellite priming sites enabled
construction of a partial linkage map for O. aureus using 0. niloticus primers developed for
construction of the O. niloticus linkage map (McConnell et al., 2000). In this study, we used
primers from the 0. niloticus linkage map (Kocher et al., 1998) to amplify microsatellite loci in the
closely related 0. mossambicus.
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1.3.3 Microsatellite Application
Countless research works have applied micro satellites to aquaculture management and fish
population conservation. Microsatellites are suitable for use in many different aquaculture
applications from strain identification, parentage analysis to mixed stock rearing (O'Reilly and
Wright, 1995). Microsatellites have been used to determine basic levels of variation found in
hatchery stocks of rainbow trout (Nielsen et al., 1997; Nielsen and Fountain, 1999). The genetic
identity of cultured fish in conjunction with growth performance has been monitored in African
catfish (Clarias gariepinus) (Volckaert and Hellemans, 1999) using micro satellites isolated from
the C. gariepinus genome (Galbusera et al., 1996).
Aquaculture has also benefited from the application of micro satellites in parentage analysis.
Microsatellite tagging allows for rearing of many families (progeny from different parents) in a
single communal tank, which can be subsequently identified. This frees available tank space for use
in other areas of production and eliminates large environmental effects associated with separate
tank family rearing. The technique is potentially very effective depending on the level of
polymorphism found in the microsatellite loci used. In a study on the Sea Bass (Dicentrarchus
labrax) a minimum of two polymorphic micro satellite loci, were needed to unambiguously
determine parentage from a three male/three female complete factorial design cross (Garcia De
Leon et al., 1998).
Other examples include the use of micro satellites to identify spawning success in female channel
catfish in commercial ponds. Females that did not spawn were identified and removed by analysing
the genotype of the progeny that came from the ponds. Non-spawning females were removed to
maximize the production of fingerlings (Waldbieser and Wolters, 1999).
Ample variability at fish micro satellite loci exists for performing population genetic studies
(O'Reilly and Wright, 1995). Results from multiple studies performed on fish indicated a mean
number of alleles per locus of 7.5 for freshwater fish, 20.6 for marine fish and 11.3 for anadromous
fishes. Average heterozygosities, across loci, were 0.54 (freshwater), 0.68 (anadromous) and 0.77
(marine). (de Woody and Avise, 2000).
The application of micro satellites in conservation of endangered populations can involve
hybridisation studies, population phylogeography and demographic history, detection of inbreeding
and bottlenecks, and the effects of social structure, dispersal and reproductive behaviour on genetic
structure (Goldstein and Schlotterer, 1999). Results from micro satellite studies can be applied in
studying the impact that aquaculture and other human activities have on wild populations of
exploited fish. Disruption to fish stocks including, natural habitat destruction, overfishing and
contamination with exotic species often goes unnoticed due to most fish populations being out of
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site to the human eye (Ryman et al., 1995). These 'invisible' populations make up the sea and
inland fisheries. The continued existence of our fisheries relies on knowing how to manage
potentially exhaustible resources (Ryman et al., 1995; Ryman, 1997; Yokota and Watanabe, 1997;
Utter, 1998). Genetic variation, geographic structuring, migration and breeding strategies in fish
populations have been monitored using microsatellite markers. Among many species studied are
Bigeye tuna (Grewe and Hampton, 1998), European sea bass (Garcia De Leon et al., 1997),
Sandbar Shark (Heist and Gold, 1999), catfish (Agnese et al., 1997) and many species of Salmon
(Adkison, 1995; McConnell et a/., 1995a; McConnell et al., 1995b; Small et al., 1998).
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1.4 POPULATION GENETIC INDICES AND SIGNIFICANCE TESTS
The application of population genetics in aquaculture and conservation makes use of various
significance tests and diversity indices, used independently or combined, to provide a picture of the
genetic structure (Hillis et al., 1996). A brief explanation of theories, statistical tests and formulas
behind calculating the genetic indices, at both the locus and population level, is presented below.
1.4.1 Hardy Weinberg Equilibrium
The Hardy Weinberg equilibrium (HWE - sometimes referred to as the Castle, Hardy, Weinberg
equilibrium) is the state of genotypic frequencies arising as a result of random union of gametes that
exists in a population with no immigration, no selection, no mutation, and random mating. Knowing
observed allele frequencies, HWE expected genotype expectations (such as He, expected
heterozygosity) can be calculated and compared to observed genotype frequencies (such as Ho,
observed heterozygosity). Departures from expectations are informative regarding population
structure. Such departures were extended by Wright (1921) into hierarchical F statistics (based on
'F' expected level of inbreeding (or heterozygote deficit) under various conditions), from which
rates of gene flow between populations can be estimated (see section 1.4.10).
There are a number of common tests used to determine the presence or absence of HWE at loci and
in individual populations (Weir, 1996). The Exact test for HWE (Haldane, 1954; Louis and
Dempster, 1987) is an alternative to the more common X2 test for HWE. The Exact test can be
applied to multiple alleles with low frequencies whereas the X2 test is only effective if the allele
frequencies are reasonably high. In order to avoid artificially high X2 values generated by very low
expected values, Zar (1999) recommends that individual cells in an expected frequency contingency
table cannot be less than one, and that no less than 20% of cells can have values less than five.
Alleles can be pooled to avoid these situations, however the test becomes less informative.
Due to the increased computational complexity behind calculating the exact probability for large
data sets, Guo and Thompson (1992) suggested use of Monte Carlo or Markov Chain,
randomisation algorithms to estimate the significance of Exact tests. Such multiple resampling
techniques have become accessible in recent years due to increasing computing power. It should be
noted that they are often described as X2 tests, since they adopt the X2 method of calculation,
however the distribution from each data set is uniquely calculated, the magnitude of the observed X2
like value being compared against expectations generated from multiple random sampling from the
original data set. The Markov Chain method is more useful for large sample sizes with few alleles
since it does not rely on calculating the Hardy Weinberg proportions of each newly generated
random table according to Guo and Thompson (1992). The Monte Carlo method is useful for small
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samples with many alleles since allele number does not affect speed of calculation (Guo and
Thompson, 1992). Randomization procedures for Exact tests are outlined in Sokal and Rohlf
(1995). Absence of HWE due to heterozygote deficiency can indicate possible inbreeding, the
presence of null alleles or structuring within the population (Wahlund-Effect) (Hartl and Clark,
1997), or more rarely may possibly be attributable to selection or non-random mating.
1.4.2 Allelic Diversity (a)
A high mutation rate (due probably to slipped strand mispairing) can create a large number of
alleles at micro satellite loci. Allelic diversity gives an indication of how much mutation has
occurred at a locus. A measure of allelic diversity for multiple loci is obtained through averaging
the alleles across loci to get a mean number of alleles (a) (Hedrick, 2000).
Alleles that are rare or unique to a population are often useful for assigning unknown fish to
particular populations (Grewe and Hampton, 1998). They can also provide evidence of gene flow
levels between populations (Slatkin, 1985; Slatkin, 1993).
1.4.3 Observed Heterozygosity (Ho)
Observed Heterozygosity (Ho) is the direct count of heterozygous individuals in a population
(sample) calculated as:
n
Ho= IPij
;<Jj (Hedrick, 2000)
Where: Pi} is the frequency of the genotype i} (Hedrick, 2000).
When populations that were previously isolated join together, the average heterozygosity can
increase. This is known as isolate breaking (Hartl and Clark, 1997), although population mixing is
commonly cited as giving a heterozygote deficit (compared to expectations).
Reduced Ho can give an indication of the inbreeding that has occurred within a population (Hartl
and Clark, 1997). Null alleles can also result in an apparent reduced Ho within populations (Callen
et al., 1993; 0' Reilly and Wright, 1995; Paetkau and Strobeck, 1995; Pemberton et al., 1995).
1.4.4 Expected Heterozygosity (He)
An informative index of genetic variation is the expected heterozygosity (He) or gene diversity
index, calculated for each population (sample) as:
n
He =1- LPi2
;=1 (Hedrick, 2000)
Where: Pi2 = the frequency of expected homozygotes (Hedrick, 2000).
Differentiation in He between subpopulations occurs in populations that become structured through
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isolation leading to different allele frequencies and genotype combinations in the subpopulations
(Tessier et al., 1997). Quantitative geneticists can use He to compare heterozygosity with selective
improvement indices. Population response rate to artificial selection often correlates directly with
the amount of genetic variation in the populations undergoing trait selection however this is not
always the case (Boulding et al., 1993; Hartl and Clark, 1997).
For unequal population sample size an unbiased estimate of He is preferably calculated for each
sample (Nei, 1978; Hedrick, 2000).
He = 2N (1- ÏPi2)
2N -1 ;=1 (Hedrick, 2000)
Where: N = the number of individuals in a population (sample) (Hedrick, 2000).
1.4.5 Linkage Equilibrium (Disequilibrium Coefficients (D), Exact tests)
Microsatellite loci can be tested for gametic phase linkage equilibrium to ensure that there is no
selection for particular allelic combinations in microsatellite haplotypes however the process is
computationally complex. For multiple alleles, disequilibrium coefficients are calculated for each
pair of alleles, u and v, between two loci as:
Duv = Puv - PuPv (Weir, 1996)
Where: Puv is the frequency of a gamete consisting of two alleles from two different loci A and B.
and PuPv is the product of allele frequencies for two alleles from the two different loci Au and Bv
(Weir, 1996}.
Chi-square tests exist for the significance of individual D coefficients (X2uv) and the overall
significance that all the coefficients are not greater than zero (X2T). The degrees of freedom for X2T
are calculated as (k-1 )(I-1) where k and I are the number of alleles at the two loci respectively.
An alternative method for calculating the probability of linkage disequilibrium, between two loci, is
with a Fisher's Exact test. The Exact test gives the probability of obtaining nl l , n12, n21, n22,
counts of gametic combinations AIBI, AIB2, A2BI, A2B2 respectively for the alleles AI, A2 and
Bl, B2 between two loci (Weir, 1996; Hedrick, 2000).
1.4.6 Mutation Rate (Jl)
The calculation of mutation rate for a particular DNA marker requires extremely large data sets
making the exact calculation for each new organism studied impractical. The mutation rate for most
microsatellite loci is generally accepted as 1 x 10-4per site per generation based on work done by
Levinson and Gutman (1987) and Henderson and Petes (1992). The mutation rate value forms part
of many formulas used in the calculation of equilibrium heterozygosity, the migration rate and
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effective population size for populations under both the lAM and SMM mutation models (Hedrick,
2000).
The mutation rate is not constant across different microsatellite loci (Takazaki and Nei, 1996;
Weber and Wong, 1993). Estimations for rates of dominant or co-dominant mutation in diploid
organisms are calculated according to the formula:
x
u=r:':
2N (Hedrick, 2000)
Where: x = the number of mutant offspring and N = the total number of offspring examined
(Hedrick, 2000).
1.4.7 Number of Migrants (Nm)
The movement of genes from one population to another takes place in one of three validated gene
migration models reviewed by Hartl and Clark (1997) and Hedrick (2000). The finite island
migration model states that gene flow occurs in a unidirectional fashion from a source population to
a recipient population as in the case of a continent to an island. There is no significant reciprocal
gene flow from the island to the continent (Maruyama, 1970). The infinite island migration model
(Wright, 1931) infers that gene flow can occur in any direction from one subpopulation to any other
subpopulation as in the case of a number of islands making up an archipelago. The Stepping Stone
migration model, formulated by Kimura and Weiss (1964), proposes a stepwise fashion of gene
migration, where gene flow from one population is limited to its most adjacent populations.
Freshwater fish often inhabit watersheds that extend down a coastline or along a main drainage
basin, as is the case for many salmon populations (Adkison, 1995). Gene migration between these
populations may simulate the Stepping Stone model where gene exchange, through migration,
occurs from one population to its immediate neighbouring populations (Adkison, 1995).
A widely used formula for estimating the number of migrants per generation between two
populations is Nm= (I-FsT)/4FsT where FSTis the fixation index between two populations (Hartl and
Clark, 1997; Hedrick, 2000).
1.4.8 Genetic Drift and Effective Population Size (Ne)
From one generation to the next, in the absence of selection, chance determines the fate of an allele
in a population according to the Wright-Fisher model of Random Genetic Drift outlined in (Hartl
and Clark, 1997; Hedrick, 2000). The frequency, p, of an allele in a population, fluctuates according
to random sampling of N number of individuals containing the allele in the previous generation.
Ultimately p becomes either zero (lost) or one (fixed). The speed at which a gene is lost or fixed -
described by a binomial variance (pq/N) - is inversely proportional to the size of the population
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from one generation to the next. This process is known as random genetic drift. The process of drift
is influenced by changes in population size, mutation, migration, selection, unequal male to female
ratios and overlapping generations. The effective population size (Ne) is the proportion of
individuals from one generation that extend the existence of certain alleles by breeding and passing
their alleles on to the next generation. Ne is effectively the number of individuals that would
experience random genetic drift if the population were ideal.
If the exact number of males and females contributing genes to the next generation is known then
the Ne can be calculated as:
Ne= 4NJNm
NJ + Nm (Hedrick, 2000)
Where NI and Nm are the number of females and males respectively that successfully breed.
1.4.9Tests for Significant Population Structuring (X2 and Exact tests)
Structuring is brought about by genetic divergence of newly formed populations from a common
ancestral population through reproductive isolation, reviewed in Hartl and Clark (1997) and
Hedrick (2000). The objective of a population genetic study is to determine the extent of population
structuring for a species (one large population, sub-populations or sub-sub-populations). To do this
accurately, with microsatellites, a number of genetic structuring tests and indexes have been
adapted for use based on allele frequency and mutation at micro satellite loci. The first of these is a
simple X2 contingency test for inter-population allelic heterogeneity outlined by Workman and
Niswander (1970). For small populations with many low frequency alleles, the X2 test is biased due
to highly inflated X2 values arising from low expected values. A more useful method for detecting
differentiation in small populations makes use of multiple random resampling algorithms such as
the Exact test based on Monte Carlo simulation resampling Monte Carlo Exact test (Raymond and
Rousset, 1995).
1.4.10Measures of Population Structuring (FST, 8ST, RST, <1>ST)
Allele frequency based fixation indices, developed by Wright (1921) for use in population structure
analysis, can be used to measure population variability between individuals within sub-populations
(FIS),variability between sub-populations (FsT) and total variability across all populations (FIT). The
three values are interrelated by the equation 1 - FIT= (1 - FST)(1 - FIS). The F-Statistics originally
expressed by Wright in terms of probability of uniting gametes, can be simply expressed in terms of
heterozygosity as demonstrated by Nei (1977) for population analysis with multiple loci; FIS= (Hs-
Ho) / Hs, FST= (HT - Ho) / HT and FST= (HT - Hs) / HT. Ho is the average observed sub-population
heterozygosity, Hs is the average expected sub-population heterozygosity and HT is total population
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heterozygosity. All three measures are averaged for the number of loci used (Weir and Cockerham,
1984; Hartl and Clark, 1997; Hedrick, 2000).
FST is the value of importance for population genetic studies as it provides an indication of the
amount of genetic variation present between populations, which depends largely on levels of gene
flow (migration). Four ranges of FSTrelate to different degrees of genetic differentiation between
populations. Genetic differentiation has been described by Hartl and Clark (1997) as low for FST
values between zero and 0.05, moderate between 0.05 and 0.15, high between 0.15 and 0.25 and
extremely high above 0.25, although these broad categories are rather subjective and don't take
sample size or sampling errors into account (Hartl and Clark, 1997). Workman and Niswander
(1970), however, described a X2 approximation, which accounts for sample size, and facilitates an
objective indication of the statistical significance of FST values. The value, FST, essentially
determines the extent of heterozygosity reduction resulting from differential genetic drift among
sub-populations. Hartl and Clark (1997) provide a simplified example of the influence of genetic
differentiation among subpopulations as follows - a subdivided population has genotype frequencies
of {Pav/ + (PaveX qaveX FST)) for AA, «2 x PaveX qave)- (2 x PaveX qaveX FsT)) for Aa and (qav/ +
(Pave X qaveX FST)) for aa. FSTvalues are usually quoted with an accompanying probability value of
how significant the FSTvalues are based on a X2 test. The test is dependent on three parameters the
total number of individuals sampled (N), the number of alleles at a locus (k) and the number of
populations (s).
Degrees of freedom for the test are calculated as (k-l)(s-l) (Workman and Niswander, 1970). An
unbiased measure of FsT, eST, detects correlation of genes between individuals within populations.
eST is not affected by population sample size, number of alleles at a locus or the number of
populations sampled (Weir and Cockerham, 1984).
Allele frequencies at micro satellite loci can be misleading due to the (SMM) mutation model that
the majority of microsatellite loci follow. As a result, FSTvalues often show too much similarity
between populations that diverged long ago or where gene flow is very low. A measure adapted
from the FSTand eSTmeasures known as RsT that incorporates allele frequency and the difference in
allele size at microsatellite loci, provides an improved indication of population structuring,
population divergence time and migration rates for microsatellites under these circumstances. FST
and RSTvalues can differ from one locus to the next in the same sub-population, therefore FSTand
RSTare calculated using all loci to obtain overall FSTand RsT values (Slatkin, 1995).
<l>STis another measure of the molecular component of variation within and between populations.
Calculations of <l>STrequire the use of analysis of variance (ANOV A), or more aptly for molecular
data, analysis of molecular variance (AMOV A) (Excoffier et al., 1992). The AMOV A technique
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was originally developed for analysis of haplotype frequencies as in mitochondrial DNA analysis.
Michalakis and Excoffier (1996) adapted the AMOVA technique for use with micro satellite diploid
data. <l>ST for diploid organisms makes use of Euclidean distance matrices where the distances can
be FST based, SST based or RsT based. For microsatellite data, RsT - like distance matrices are more
suitable.
1.4.11 Correction for Multiple Comparison X2 Tables (Bonferroni Adjustment)
When using X2 to test multiple components making up a comparison table, a common mistake is to
reject the Null Hypothesis Ho based on one or more of the components having significant
probability (P) values. Indoing these multiple table tests, chance alone results in P values to be less
than or equal to 0.05 - a commonly accepted level of statistical significance - in 20% of random
tests, (Weir, 1996). A procedure known as sequential Bonferroni adjustment is used to overcome
the possibility of a Type I error (rejection of a true null hypothesis (Ho)). The chosen significance
level a is sequentially modified for each individual test to prevent the chance occurrence of too
many significant P values. The P values for all the component tests making up the table are ranked
from the smallest to the largest. The smallest value PI obtained for a multiple table is compared to
an adjusted significance level alk where k is the number of individual test components. If PI is
smaller than or equal to alk then the corresponding table component is considered significant. If not
then all the table components tests are considered non-significant. The next highest value P2 is then
compared to an adjusted value of a/(k-l). If P2 is equal to or smaller than a/(k-l) then its
corresponding component is also considered significant for the table. The sequential adjustment of
a continues until a non-significant P is obtained (Hochberg, 1988; Rice, 1989).
1.4.12 Genetic Distance (Ds, Om and (OJl)2)
The factors that determine the genetic similarity or distance between two populations include time
since the populations separated from a common ancestral population, the amount of gene flow that
occurs between them, intensity of genetic drift within each population, and differential selection. If
neutral markers are used to assess the genetic distance then the effects of selection will not be
detected. Neutral markers are preferred in population genetics exactly for this reason. Many genetic
distance measures have been developed for population genetic research. The majority of them rely
on the allele frequency differences present between populations under the infinite alleles mutational
model (lAM) (Beaumont et al., 1998; Hedrick, 2000).
The most commonly used distance measure is that of Nei's standard genetic distance Ds (Nei,
1972). This measure relies on the genetic identity (I) of the alleles present in two populations. Ds
values are overestimated for populations with high heterozygosities. To overcome this, Nei
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(1972) introduced an unbiased measure known as the minimum distance (Dm). Dm is independent of
gene diversity within populations making it more suitable for studying structured populations with
different allele frequencies. Dm was further modified to an unbiased minimum distance independent
of sample size (Nei, 1978).
The mutation model that the majority of micro satellites are believed to approximate SMM, led
researchers to believe that Ds and Dm distance measures would be less effective at calculating the
distances between populations for micro satellite marker data. A new distance measure (01.1/, was
developed specifically for microsatellites. It incorporates the SMM by comparing the average allelic
states (mean allele size in repeat number) between two populations summed over all loci (Goldstein
et al., 1995a; Goldstein et al., 1995b; Ruzzante, 1998). Takezaki and Nei (1996) conducted a
simulation study to compare the performance of Ds and Dm (lAM) to that of (0~)2 (SMM) in
determining the genetic distance between populations for micro satellite loci. They concluded that
Ds and Dm were better than (o~i however a similar study by Ruzzante (1998) found (0~)2 to be
superior to distances based only on allele frequency. Ruzzante (1998) also noted that (o~i was
biased under small sample size conditions, since it relied on the variance in allele state for each
population at the loci analysed, but it still performed better than Ds and other allele frequency based
measures for microsatellite data. Takezaki and Nei (1996) also pointed out the fact that different
micro satellite loci can have vastly different mutation rates. Angers and Bematchez (1997) and Orti
et al. (1997) cautioned against using repeat counts as the only measure of historical relationship
between populations. The occurrence of substitutions in micro satellite flanking regions leads to the
formation of new alleles not in accordance with the SMM (Orti et al., 1997).
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1.5 PHYLOGENETICS (UPGMA, NEJ AND MOS)
Phylogenetics involves presenting the data present in genetic distance or character state measures in
a form that reveals the evolutionary trend of different species or populations. Phylogenetic trees are
divided into two types, rooted and unrooted. Rooted trees describe the genetic relation between
populations or species (taxa) by forming a topology (branch network) that infers a common ancestor
(the earliest point in time). Unrooted trees do not relate taxa based on them having a common
ancestor.
The construct of a typical tree starts at the external or terminal nodes representing each taxon. The
external nodes are connected via a network of branches. The branches interconnect to form internal
nodes. In tum, additional branches radiate from the internal nodes to progressively deeper nodes.
Each internal node connects related taxa or groups of taxa (clusters). The extent of divergence
between taxa or clusters resides in the length of the branches connecting different nodes (Hillis et
al., 1996; Hedrick, 2000).
Bowcock et al. (1994) and Di Rienzo et al. (1998) demonstrated the utility of micro satellites for
construction of trees depicting human geographic origin. Microsatellites have also been used to
make phylogenetic inferences in a number of salmon population genetic studies (Me Connell et al.,
1995a; Me Connell et al., 1995b; Nielsen et al., 1997; Nielsen and Fountain, 1999).
The phylogenetic tree building methods available are all optimally suited for particular types of
DNA markers and distance methods. The chosen method usually incorporates characteristics that
will provide the most accurate depiction of the genetic distance data. Two broad categories to tree
building methods are those that rely on direct character state differences or similarities (Parsimony
methods) and methods that consider the models of evolutionary change that lead to differences
between taxa (Distance methods) (Hillis et al., 1996). The negative aspect of parsimony methods is
they take longer to perform than distance methods. Time is needed to find the tree with the least
number of mutational events between taxa. Parsimony trees often give an incorrect topology due to
lack of any background mutation model information whereas distance methods use genetic distance
matrices with inherent mutation model abstraction. Two commonly used distance methods for
microsatellite data are the Unweighted Pair-Group Method Using Arithmetic Averages (UPGMA)
and the Neighbour-Joining method (NEJ) (Hartl and Clark, 1997; Hedrick, 2000; Nei and Kumar,
2000). An alternative way to view distance data is with the use of multi-dimensional scaling (MDS)
(e.g. Rao and Majumdar, 1998), which is a commonly applied graphical representation of identity
matrix data.
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1.5.1 Unweighted Pair-Group Method Using Arithmetic Averages
UPGMA is a clustering technique that defines populations in a distance matrix as Operational
Taxonomic Units (OTUs). The UPGMA technique sequentially combines the two OTUs with the
smallest distance between them into a cluster. A new matrix is then created where the combined
cluster of OTUs has a distance value equal to the mean of the constituent OTUs. A new matrix is
created comparing the cluster with the remaining OTUs. This process continues until a number of
clusters are joined by a final calculation relating the two most distant clusters to one another.
UPGMA trees are conventionally rooted since all clusters are eventually connected at a single node
representing the root (ancestral population). UPGMA relies on equal mutation rate for all OTUs.
The reliability of the tree can be tested using Bootstrapping techniques (Ferguson, 1980; Hillis et
al., 1996; Hartl and Clark, 1997; Hedrick, 2000; Nei and Kumar, 2000), however this commonly
resampies over loci, resulting in limited application for data sets with small numbers of loci.
1.5.2 Neighbour-Joining
Neighbour-Joining is similar to the UPGMA method except that it does not make the assumption of
equal mutation rate for all OTUs. The NEJ technique proceeds as follows: A matrix of total branch
length distance between all OTUs, assuming each pair of OTUs are potentially neighbours, is
constructed from the original distance matrix values. From this total branch length matrix, the two
OTUs with the smallest total branch length distance are linked to form a common ancestral node. A
new distance matrix is constructed relating the ancestral node to the remaining OTUs. This matrix is
then used to construct a second matrix of total branch lengths. Again, the two OTUs with the
smallest total branch length are joined to form a new internal node. This procedure continues until
there are only two nodes left separated by a single branch (Hillis et al., 1996; Hartl and Clark, 1997;
Hedrick, 2000; Nei and Kumar, 2000).
1.5.3 Multi-dimensional Scaling
MDS makes use of the Euclidean distance formula to model genetic distance based on stimulus
configuration co-ordinates that relate OTUs to one another in the form of a two-dimensional plot.
Euclidian distances are obtained using the formula:
[ , ]lidij = :L(xia -xja r
a (Norusis, 1994 )
Where x.. and Xja are the derived stimulus co-ordinates for OTU i in dimension a and OTU j in
dimension a respectively (Norusis, 1994).
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A linear fit scatter plot of Euclidean distance values generated from a two dimensional plot, versus
optimally scaled genetic distance values (disparities) between the OTUs indicates the accuracy to
which the Euclidean distances model the actual genetic distances. There are two types of MDS,
metric and non-metric. Metric MDS deals with distance data that is interval while non-metric MDS
deals with ordinal data. The use of non-metric (ordinal) MDS is more appropriate for genetic
distances calculated from qualitative data such as micro satellite alleles (Rao and Majumdar, 1998;
Norusis, 1994).
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1.6 AIMS OF THIS STUDY
Growth of the South African aquaculture industry requires the development and domestication of
new fish species for use in aquaculture. 0. mossambicus represents a promising candidate for such
exploitation. The wild populations of Mozambique tilapia represent an important genetic resource
from both an aquaculture and a conservation perspective since they are relatively free of the effects
of inbreeding and species contamination found in Asian Mozambique tilapia populations.
Domesticated strains need to be carefully developed to successfully integrate 0. mossambicus, free
of inbreeding affects, into South African aquaculture while conserving the genetic integrity and
diversity in the wild populations. The analysis of population structure in the twelve 0. mossambicus
populations encompasses three objectives; to determine levels of genetic variation found within and
between the twelve study populations; to investigate the effect of captivity on the populations; to
use F-statistics and genetic distance measures to evaluate genetic structure and phylogenetic
relationships between the populations.
The population genetic data obtained through the above objectives will be discussed in the light of
quantitative genetic data for the captive populations and the conservation issues surrounding their
source populations.
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CHAPTER TWO
MA TER/ALS AND METHODS
2.1 SOURCE MATERIAL
The twelve populations used in this research work were initiated from six wild, four farmed and two
introduced sources of 0. mossambicus, located in the South Eastern area of Southern Africa.
Between 50 and 100 individuals were collected from each population between 1997 and 1999, and
returned for captive breeding at the University of Stellenbosch.
.. -._-~./._..
Sout't4 wes. ArllCI !
"-... ro_·,_,1
hot M '.'A \
ELAN OS {w}
OLIFANTS {w}
IOTSWANA VALLEY FARM {f}
NOUMU {w}
~'------+- AMATIKULU {f}
l!! NICK JAMES {f}
LE POMMIER {in}
VERLOERENVLEI {in}
Figure 2.01: Diagram of collection locations for the twelve
populations in Southern Africa
Key: {w} = a population collected from a wild source
{f} = a population collected from a farm
{in} = an introduced population
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Table 2.01: Description of collection locations for the twelve populations
Population Approximate Population description
map grid
location
Amatikulu 29° South A red coloured, ornamental breeding
31° 30' East population, collected at the Amatikulu
fish farm in Natal
Bushmans 33° 30' South A wild population from the Bushmans
26° 30' East river in the Eastern Cape, South Africa
Elands 25° 15' South A wild population from the Limpopo
29° 15' East river system in Mpumalanga, South
Africa
Kasinthula 17° South A wild population from a research
35° 30' East station based on the edge of the Shire
river system, Malawi
Le Pommier 34° South A population introduced in 1940' s into
18° 45' East the Western Cape, South Africa
Makathini 27° South A population from the Makathini
31° 30' East research station flanking the Pongola
river in Northern Kwazulu Natal, South
Africa
Ndumu 26° 45' South A wild population from the
32° East PongolalUsutu nver systems in
Northern Kwazulu Natal, South Africa
Nick James 33° South A red coloured, ornamental breeding
27° East population collected from an
ornamental fish farm near
Grahamstown, South Africa
Olifants 24° South A wild population from the Limpopo
31° 45' East river system in Mpumalanga, South
Africa
Sucomba 17° South A wild population from the lower Shire
35° 30' East river system, Malawi
Valley Fish 25° South A red coloured, ornamental breeding
Farm 31° East population collected from the Valley
ornamental fish farm in Mpumalanga,
South Africa
Verloerenv lei 34° 10' South An introduced population from a
18° 30' East brackish water lake in the Western
Cape, South Africa
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2.2 POPULATION SAMPLING SCHEME
A sample consisting of 25 fish was taken from each of the captive populations in March 1999.
Larger samples of up to 50 fish (population size dependent) were taken from the captive
populations in March of 2000. A fin-clip tissue collection technique was used as detailed below:
Twelve fin-clip collection boxes were assembled each containing 50 screw-cap tubes filled with
2ml of95% ethanol. Individual fish were removed from their holding tanks and placed between two
wet towels. A piece of caudal fin 4mm2 to 16mm2 in size, depending on the size of the fish, was
clipped and placed in an ethanol tube. Subsequent examination of the sampled fish showed that the
abscised fin tissue took approximately two to three weeks to fully regenerate after which no
evidence of fin clipping was present. Taking fin clips had little or no impact on the long-term
survival of the fish.
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2.3 GENOMIC DNA ISOLATION FROM FIN TISSUE
Genomic DNA extraction from all the sampled individuals made use of a modified commercial
DNA kit extraction procedure (Nucleon 1, SCOTLAB, Scotland). Sections of fin clippings (4mm2)
were lysed in 1.5ml microcentrifuge tubes (microtubes) containing 40J.lI of lysis buffer (400mM
TrisHCL, 60mM EDTA, 150mM NaCI, 1% SDS). The microtubes were placed on ice while the
tissue was macerated inside the tubes using a pair of dissecting scissors. To reduce contamination
the scissors were rinsed in ethanol and distilled water, between macerations. A further 340J.lI of
lysis buffer was added to the tubes, which were then placed on ice for ten minutes. 100J.lIof 5M
Sodium Perchlorate was added to each tube to end the lysis stage. The tubes were agitated for 30
seconds after which they were placed in a 37°C water bath for twenty minutes. Vigorous
intermittent shaking of the tubes took place every five minutes. The same procedure was performed
using a 65°C water bath for twenty minutes. This was followed by addition of 540J.lI of chloroform
(-20°C), five minutes of vigorous shaking, then fifteen minutes of gentle rotation (room
temperature). Separation of the aqueous phase from the organic phase was achieved using
centrifugation at 14000 RPM for three minutes. The aqueous phases were removed from each tube
and placed in new tubes. 880J.lI of isopropanol (-20°C) was mixed with the aqueous phase. The
tubes were gently inverted. Precipitated DNA was then pelleted by centrifugation at 14000 RPM for
four minutes. A 70% and a 100% ethanol wash followed. DNA pellets were left to dry for sixty
minutes after which they were re-suspended in 50J.lI of millipore water. DNA samples were then
standardized to a concentration of 100nglJ.lI using a GENEQUANT spectrophotometer followed by
storage at 4°C until use.
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2.4. CHOICE OF MICROSATELLITE LOCI FOR THE ANALYSIS
Primer sets for ten CA repeat loci, chosen on the basis of being present on different linkage groups,
were chosen from the tilapia linkage map for O. niloticus constructed by Kocher et al. (1998). The
linkage map was developed using O. niloticus DNA, therefore loci were selected based on known
amplification in the closely related 0. aureus and a Haplochromine cichlid from lake Malawi (http:
Tilapia Genome Homepage). Forward and reverse primer sequences for the ten loci are listed in
GENBANK (Table 2.02).
Table 2.02: Sequence of forward and reverse primers for the ten chosen micro satellite loci
Locus Forward Primer (5' - 3') Reverse Primer (5' - 3')
UNHI02 AAATGATACATGACTGCTTA TTAGGACTTATCTGTCTACAAGC
UNHI04 GCAGUATUGTGGTCACTA GGTATATGTCTAACTGAAATCC
UNHI06 CCTTCAGCATCCGTATAT GTGTCTUCTCTCTGTCACAAG
UNHI08 GGGATCAGCTGUAAGTTT TGAGTTGATTATTAATTTCTGA
UNHIII TGCTGTTCTTATTTTCGC ATAAGAGTGTATGCATTACTGG
UNH115 ACCTTCATCTCGGTCAG TCAAGCAGCTGATTTTT
UNHI23 CATCATCACAGACAGATTAGA GATTGAGATTTCATTCAAG
UNHI29 AGAAGTCGTGCATCTCTC TGTACATCATCTGTGGG
UNHI46 CCACTCTGCCTGCCCTCTAT AGCTGCGTCAAACTCTCAAAAG
UNHI60 CCAUGGCTCTTACATC GATAGCATTTCTGTAGTTATGG
2.4.1 PCR Protocol for Testing the Microsatellite Loci for Polymorphism
The microsatellite loci were tested for levels of polymorphism using standard PCR techniques with
unlabelled deoxynucleotide triphosphates (dNTPs) on a random set of 0. mossambicus DNA
samples from the Bushmans and Ndumu populations. A master-mix of PCR reagents was prepared
for each set ofPCR reactions (Table 2.03).
Table 2.03: Reagents used to make up the PCR master-mix for non-fluorescent PCR
microsatellite analysis (Adapted from Kocher et al., 1998)
Reagent [concentration] Single tube volume (JlI) [conc.] (n+1) x single tube
volume (JlI)
BioTaq buffer [10 X] 2.5 [IX] (n+I) x 2.5
MgCh [25mM] 1.5 [1.5mM] (n+ 1) x 1.5
dNTPs [1OmM of each] 0.5 [0.2mM of each] (n+ 1) x 0.5
Forward primer [20JlM] 0.4 [0.32JlM] (n+I)xO.4
Reverse primer [2OIlM] 0.4 [0.32JlM] (n+I)x 0.4
BioTaq Polymerase [Sunits/ul] 0.2 [1 unit] (n+ 1) x 0.2
Water 18.5 (n+ 1) x 18.5
Mix Total 24 (n+I) x 24
Template [iOOnglJlI] 1
Mix total + template 25
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Master-mix aliquots of 24J..lIwere added to the required number of 200J..lI, thin-walled, PCR
microtubes. In general primer sets were tested for twenty or more individuals, to satisfy the
minimum 95% criterion for polymorphism (i.e. a locus is described as polymorphic if the most
common allele is present at a frequency of 0.95 or less. One microliter of relevant template
[100ng/J..lI]was added to each tube. Tubes were then transferred to the PCR machine (Hybaid, PCR
Express, Thermal Cycler).
The following PCR Thermal Cycle was used to amplify the PCR products (Adapted from Kocher et
al., 1998):
94°C for two minutes (denaturation)
30 cycles of:
94°C for 30 seconds (denaturation)
42°C for two minutes (annealing)
72°C for two minutes (extension)
noc for 10 minutes (final product extension)
4°C indefinitely
Pf.R products were run on two percent agarose gels. Ethidium Bromide staining (0.5J..lg/ml in the
gel) was used to view the DNA with a Gel Doc system (Bio Rad). Gel pictures were electronically
stored as JPEG files using the IPHOTO+ 4 graphics software package (Ulead Systems, Inc., Taiwan)
(Appendix 1).
Three of the micro satellite loci, UNHI04, UNHll1 and UNH123, were polymorphic and
sufficiently well resolved (Appendix 1). These loci were subsequently chosen for micro satellite
analysis using fluorescently labelled dNTPs and an automated DNA sequencer (ABI 377). The
remaining seven loci were excluded from the fluorescent analysis due to problematic PCR
optimization and cost of fluorescent fragment analysis.
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2.5 FLUORESCENT NUCLEOTIDE MICROSATELLITE ANALYSIS
The high cost of performing a microsatellite study with labelled deoxynucleotide triphosphates
(FdNTPs) necessitated optimisation of both peR and labelling techniques prior to the final peR
amplification of DNA samples from all twelve populations (Table 2.04).
Table 2.04: Population sample size, source and single
letter codes used in the final fluorescent peR
amplification and subsequent genetic analyses.
Population Code Source Sample Size (N)
Amatikulu A F (red) 36
Bushmans B W 36
Elands E W 9
Kasinthula K W 36
Le Pommier L Int 36
Makathini M F 10
Ndumu N W 36
Nick James NJ F (red) 10
Olifants 0 W 10
Sucomba S W 36
Valley V F (red) 17
Verloerenvlei VE Int 16
F = Farm population
F (red) = Red Strain Farm Population
W =Wild natural population
Int = Introduced population
2.5.1 Fragment Analysis Optimisation Using the ABI 377 Automated Sequencer
In order to optimise ABI 377 analysis three important parameters were tested:
The amount of template DNA to use in the peR reactions.
The ratio of unlabelled to labelled dNTP in the reactions.
The degree of peR product dilution required before loading peR products on the polyacrylamide
sequencer gels.
Template DNA's extracted from four fish (two from the Bushmans population and two from the
Ndumu population) were used to test the above parameters, based on clear peR products obtained
for these two populations, using the primer set UNH123 on standard 2% agarose gels (Appendix 1).
2.5.1.1 Amount of Template DNA
The amount of template DNA used in the peR reactions determined how many copies of the target
DNA were present in the first cycle of peR amplification. Two different dilutions were tested
(20ng/,.1land IOêngzul).
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2.5.1.2 Fluorescent Nucleotide Ratio
Fluorescently labelled deoxycytosine triphosphates (FdCTPs) were used to label the PCR products.
The ratio of unlabelled deoxycytosine triphosphates (dCTP) to FdCTP present in the PCR reaction
determined the strength of the signal emitted by the PCR products for detection by the ABI laser.
Three ratios of unlabelled to labelled dNTP were tested, [1000:1], [500:1], [125:1].
2.5.1.3 Dilution of PCR Product
Three dilutions of the PCR products were tested prior to loading on the polyacrylamide gels: [1:10],
[1:20] and a [1:30].
2.5.2 Final PCR Protocol used for Amplification with Fluorescent Nucleotides:
Three, different coloured, FdCTPs were available for labelling the PCR products. Each locus was
assigned a specific FdCTP for analysis on the ABI 377. Tamra (yellow) was used for UNHI04 PCR
products, R6G (green) for UNHIII products and RIOO (blue) for UNHI23 products. Each FdCTP,
at an original concentration of [IOO).lM],was used at a ratio of 500:1 unlabelled dCTP to labelled
FdCTP (see results section 3.1.2.2). A master-mix ofPCR reagents was made up for each new set
ofPCR reactions (Table 2.05).
Table 2.05: Reagents used to make up the PCR master-mix for fluorescent PCR
microsatellite analysis (Adapted from Kocher et al., 1998 and PE-Biosystems user guide
for PCR amplification with FdCTP)
Reagent [concentration] Single tube volume (ul) [cone.] (n+ 1) x single tube
volume (ul)
BioTaq buffer [lO X] 2.5 [IX] (n+l) x 2.5
MgC}z [25mM] 1.5 [1.5mM] (n+l) x 1.5
dNTPs [IOmM of each] 0.5 [200).lM of each] (n+l)xO.5
FdCTP [100 ).lM] 0.1 [O.4).lM] (n+l)xO.1
Forward primer [20).lM] 0.4 [0.32).lM] (n+l ) x 0.4
Reverse primer [20).lM] 0.4 [0.32).lM] (n+l) x 0.4
BioTaq Polymerase [Sunits/ul] 0.2 [I unit] (n+l) x 0.2
Water 18.4 (n+l) x 18.4
Mix Total 24 (n+l) x 24
Template [I OOng/).ll] I
Mix total + template 25
Master-mix aliquots of 24).l1 were added to the required number of 200).l1, thin-walled, PCR
microtubes. One microliter of relevant template [IOOng/).lI]was added to each tube. Tubes were
transferred to the PCR machine (Hybaid, PCR Express, Thermal Cycler).
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The following PCR thermal cycle was used for the fluorescent amplification of sample DNA.
(Adapted from Kocher et al., 1998):
94°C for two minutes (denaturation)
30 cycles of:
94°C for 30 seconds (denaturation)
42°C for two minutes (annealing)
72°C for two minutes (extension)
72°C for 10 minutes (final product extension)
4°C indefinitely
2.5.3 Purification of Fluorescent peR Products
Seven microlitres of each of the UNH104, UNH111 and UNH123 PCR products, specific to an
individual, were mixed in a new 200~1 microtube. This mixture was then purified for gel analysis
using a Cephadex column.
2.5.4. Gel Electrophoresis on the ABI Automated Sequencer
Three microlitres of loading dye (formalin, bromophenol blue, Rox 100 internal fluorescent ladder)
was added to each individual's tube of purified PCR products. One microliter of this mix was then
loaded into a separate well on a 6%, denaturing polyacrylamide gel (pre-run at 2.97kV for 30
minutes). The gels facilitated loading of combined PCR products for 36 individuals. Gels were then
run at 2.97kV, 123 W, 51°C for two hours. Microsatellite locus and population individual
information were electronically recorded on a computer coupled to the AB! 377 to ensure the
correct assignment of allele peak intensity and size information to each individual.
A laser, operating at 39mW, detected the fluorescence emitted from the PCR products for each
individual. The unique wavelength of each FdCTP allowed for unambiguous detection of three
different coloured PCR products unique to each fish in a lane. The allele size and peak intensity for
each of the three PCR products were recorded.
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2.6 POPULATION GENETIC ANALYSES
2.6.1 Designation of Allele Size
Genescan and Genotyper (proprietary ABI software for the Apple Macintosh platform) were used to
calculate the size and intensity of fluorescent peaks obtained for each individual fish. The graphic
outputs displayed a set of different coloured peaks with intensity and peak size in base pairs for
each individual unique to a population. Each set of peaks represented an individual's PCR products
obtained at the three loci. The designation of one (homozygote) or two (heterozygote) peaks for
each individual at each locus was complicated by the presence of stutter bands and non-specific
PCR products (Figure 2.02). The following criteria were therefore used to make the final allele
assignment. A stepwise mutation model (SMM) was assumed to be operating at each locus (for a
reasoned justification, see Goldstein and Schlotterer, 1999). The two peaks with the highest peak
intensity were chosen as the true peaks. The smaller of the two peaks (in base pair size) was always
higher in intensity than the larger peak; if not it was considered carry over from a neighbouring well
(observations on neighbouring well peak assignments confirmed this). Peaks that were not whole
numbers were rounded down or up to the nearest even whole number. Even numbers were chosen
based on the majority of peak sizes being even numbers. The UNH111 allele assignment was
further complicated by the presence of one extra peak in some individuals, shadowing the true peak
with exact intensity. The cause of this was believed to be 3' single base-pair (A) adenylation of
UNH111 PCR products. Adenylated peaks were easy to recognise, as they were always one base
pair bigger than the preceding true peaks (Browstein et al., 1996). The UNH104 locus had a non-
specific PCR product of 180 base pairs present for the majority of individuals. This peak was
ignored, since scoring it would not have altered interpretation of population structure. Microsoft
EXCEL (MSEXCEL) spreadsheets were used to store and convert the allele size data from the
Genotyper data tables into ASCII data format for subsequent data analysis.
Non-specific
UNHI04
180bp peak
<,
UNH123
True peak for
UNHI04with
stutter bands
UNHlll
peak with
stutter band
Figure 2.02: Diagram of Genotyper peak output showing true peaks,
stutter bands and non-specific PCR products for the loci UNHI04,
UNH111, and UNH123.
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2.6.2 Conversion of Data
The ASCII allelic data tables were converted to relevant formats necessary for input into the
following population genetic software programs: Tools for Population Genetic Analysis (TFPGA)
(Miller, 1997), FSTAT (Goudet, 2000); RST-CALC (Goodman, 1997), Genetic Data Analysis
(GDA) (Lewis and Zaykin, 2001), ARLEQUIN version 2.0 (Schneider et al., 1997), and PHYLIP
(Felsenstein, 1993).
2.6.3 Calculating Genetic Variation
MSEXCEL was used to calculate allele frequency, observed heterozygosity and expected
heterozygosity (gene diversity) for the three loci across all twelve populations. Additional TFPGA
calculations confirmed the allele frequencies and heterozygosities obtained with MSEXCEL.
Percentage polymorphism of the populations was calculated as the number of polymorphic loci per
individual averaged across all individuals.
Hardy Weinberg Equilibrium for the entire allelic data set and for each population was tested using
TFPGA's X2 and Exact test options. The low frequency alleles were pooled for the X2 test. The
Exact test used a Monte Carlo randomization procedure with 10 batches and 1000 permutations per
batch. Linkage disequilibrium between the loci in the populations was tested for by using GDA's
Exact test option.
The inheritance of microsatellite alleles at the three loci was studied by making two controlled
crosses of parents with known genotypes for the three loci. Cross one consisted of a male fish from
the Ndumu population bred with an Olifants population female. Cross two consisted of a male fish
from the Valley population bred with an Olifants female. The genotypes of the progeny from cross
one and two were analysed for expected allele ratios and presence of possible null alleles at the
three loci. Putative genotypes including one or two null alleles were constructed for each parent
used in the crosses. Microsoft Word (MSWORD) tables of possible allele ratios in hypothetical
offspring from the putative parental genotypes were then compared with the actual offspring
genotype ratios obtained. In this manner, the presence of one or more null alleles at the three loci
was assessed.
2.6.4 Assessing the Effect of Captivity on Genetic Diversity
Collection of the populations took place between 1997 and 1999. Upon collection, populations were
housed in twelve separate tanks on the tilapia research farm (Welgevallen, Stellenbosch). At the
time of initial sampling for this study (March 1999) the Amatikulu, Bushmans, Elands, Olifants,
Kasinthula, Sucomba, Nick James and Valley populations had been in captivity for approximately
one year. The Ndumu, Makathini, Verloerenvlei and Le Pommier populations were collected at the
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end of 1998 and had therefore been in captivity for about six months at initial sampling. When the
second larger samples were taken (March 2000) most of the populations had been in captivity for
one and a half to two years. During time spent in captivity, the populations underwent periodic
population size reductions due to natural deaths and unforeseen infrastructure failures. In order to
maintain the population numbers, offspring from commercial breeding groups (group ratio - one
male:three females) were used to supplement population numbers. This practice led to the presence
of overlapping generations in the tanks and to the potential loss of genetic diversity over time due to
the possibility of unbalanced sex ratios (decreasing effective population size and increasing the rate
of genetic drift), and possible captive bottlenecks.
In order to ascertain whether gene diversity decreased whilst in captivity, the Bushmans population
was used to compare gene diversity between years. The sample of 25 fish taken from the Bushmans
population in March 1999 (consisting mainly of original fish collected from the wild and possibly a
few offspring) was compared with a sample of 36 fish taken from the population in March of 2000
(consisting of original parent fish and more of their offspring). Sampling was not totally exclusive.
Fish from the 1999 sample were possibly resampled as part of the 2000 sample however the
proportion of original fish was probably much lower. Samples were compared for significant
changes in allele frequencies and heterozygosity. This was done using fluorescent labelling of PCR
products for the UNHI04 and UNH123 loci on the ABI377 automated sequencer. The UNHlll
locus was excluded from the analysis, as the use of two loci was considered sufficient for detecting
allele frequency and heterozygosity changes. TFPGA and MSEXCEL were used to perform
calculations and construct tables of allele frequencies and heterozygosity. A TFPGA Exact test for
allele frequency heterogeneity between years was performed. A t-test was used to compare mean
observed and expected heterozygosities between years (MSEXCEL).
2.6.5 Population Genetic Structure Analysis
To detect the presence of genetic structure between the populations, an Exact test for allele
frequency heterogeneity between all the populations was performed using a Monte Carlo algorithm
of 1000 dememorization steps, 10 batches and 2000 permutations per batch (TFPGA).
The following measures FST (FSTAT), RsT (RST-CALC), eST (GDA) and <DST (ARLEQUIN 2.0),
were used to quantify genetic structure between the populations. The significance of the overall FST
value was calculated using MSEXCEL and a significance formula (Workman and Niswander,
1970). Individual pair wise differentiation values were obtained between all population pairs using
FSTAT. The RST-CALC program facilitated the calculation of a matrix of number of migrants
(Nm) for the populations of wild origin.
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APPENDIX 1
500 bp
200 bp
Diagrams of 0. mossambicus peR amplified products for
the UNH 104 locus (2% agarose). Lane one contains a 100
base pair DNA ladder
Figure 1:
500 bp
200 bp
Figure 2: Diagram of 0. mossambicus peR amplified products for the
UNH 111 locus (2% agarose). Lane one contains a 100 base
pair DNA ladder
500bP__,,1
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200 bp __.~'.~ •. t ~.
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Figure 3: Diagrams of 0. mossambicus peR amplified products for the
UNH 123 locus (2% agarose). Lane one contains a 100 base
pair DNA ladder
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Several genetic distance matrices were calculated for use in the construction of MDS plots and
phylogenetic trees and in determining the affect of geographic locality on genetic structure using
Mantel tests. TFPGA was used to generate Dm distance matrices, using the loci separately and
combined, for the populations of wild origin only and for all the populations. RST-CALC was used
to construct (bll)2 distance matrices, using the loci separately and combined, for the populations of
wild origin only and for all the populations. The RST-CALC and TFPGA programs were sensitive
to the absence of alleles at the UNHI0410cus for the Nick James and Valley populations therefore
these two populations were excluded from certain matrices. The Mantel test option of TFPGA was
used to check for association between the locus specific genetic distance matrices of all the
populations and of populations of wild origin only. A significant association would indicate a
possible geographic background to the genetic structure of the populations. Mantel tests for
association between the Dm and (bll)2 genetic distance matrices and a geographic distance matrix
were also performed.
2.6.6 Determining Phylogenetic Relationships between the Populations
The PHYLIP Neighbour program was used to generate UPGMA and Neighbour-Joining 'tree files'
from the (bll)2 and Dmmatrices. The Drawgram program ofPHYLIP was used to construct the final
phylogenetic trees. This program allowed for clear construction and storage of the trees as
compressed graphics images however, it did not insert a scale indicating the relative measure of
genetic distance between the populations. The ratio of genetic distance to actual distance (cm) on
the trees was therefore included in the trees' figure captions.
The multi-dimensional scaling option (MDS) of the SPSS (version 10) statistical package was used
to calculate derived stimulus coordinates for each population based on the genetic distance values.
Two-dimensional plots relating the populations based on best-fit Euclidean distances were
constructed from the derived stimulus coordinates for Dm and (bll)2 distances. The (bll)2 plot
consisted of only ten populations due to the absence of genetic distance data for the Nick James and
Valley populations. Non-linear fit plots of Euclidian distances against the appropriately scaled true
genetic distances were constructed to indicate the degree of accuracy to which the Euclidean
distances represent the genetic distances in two dimensions.
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CHAPTER THREE
RESULTS
3.1 LABORATORY PROTOCOL - RESULTS
3.1.1 Fragment Analysis Optimisation Using the ABI 377 Automated Sequencer
3.1.1.1 Amount of Template DNA
Addition of 100ng of template to the peR reactions was more effective than 20ng.
3.1.1.2 Fluorescent Nucleotide Ratio
The 500: 1 ratio gave peR products with ample signal for detection by the ABI 377 laser whereas
the 1000:1 and 125:1 ratios gave signals that were too low (not visible as peaks) and too high (peaks
were higher than the maximum tolerated by the Genotyper software for accurate size designation)
respectively.
3.1.1.3 Dilution of PCR Product
All three dilutions resulted in insufficient signal strength therefore no dilution of peR product was
made for the final analysis.
3.1.2 PCR Success Rate
The peR success rate for UNHI04 was 55% calculated as 157 successful peR products obtained
out of 288 attempted peRs.
The peR success rate for UNHll1 was 68% calculated as 195 successful peR products obtained
out of 288 attempted peRs.
The peR success rate for UNH123 was 82% calculated as 237 successful peR products obtained
out of 288 attempted peRs.
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3.2 GENETIC VARIATION AT THE LOCI
3.2.1 Number of Alleles
The mean number of alleles for the 0. mossambicus populations was 13.3 (Table 3.01). The number
of alleles over the three loci increased with the mean allele size (see Table 3.02 for mean allele sizes
calculated as the average repeat count multiplied by two).
Table 3.01: The number of alleles and mean allele size present at the loci
Locus Sample size Mean allele size Number of
(bp) alleles
UNHI04 157 138 7
UNHlll 195 186 16
UNH123 237 186 17
13.3 (Mean)
3.2.2 Allele Frequencies
UNHI04 had the 128 allele as the most frequent, with six alleles larger than 128 base pairs and no
smaller alleles. UNH 111 had the 180 allele as the most frequent with four alleles smaller than 180
base pairs and eleven alleles larger. The UNH123 locus had the 170 allele as the most common with
four alleles smaller than 170 base pairs and twelve larger (Table 3.02).
Table 3.02: Allele frequencies present at the loci
UNH104 (N = 157) UNH111 (N = 195) UNH123 (N = 237)
Allele size Frequency Allele size Frequency Allele size Frequency
128 0.65 150 0.08 160 0.01
130 0.01 174 0.00 162 0.08
132 0.10 176 0.01 164 0.04
136 0.13 178 0.23 168 0.01
138 0.02 180 0.45 170 0.35
148 0.08 182 0.01 184 0.02
160 0.01 184 0.03 186 0.04
Mean (138) 186 0.01 188 0.06
188 0.02 190 0.03
192 0.02 194 0.03
194 0.03 196 0.06
196 0.03 198 0.10
198 0.01 200 0.01
202 0.04 202 0.02
204 0.02 204 0.11
208 0.01 206 0.01
Mean (186) 210 0.03
Mean (186)
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3.2.3 Heterozygosity
Average observed heterozygosity was low (0.35). Average expected heterozygosity was
comparably high (0.71). The UNHI04 had a substantially reduced observed heterozygosity
compared to the other two loci (Table 3.03).
Table 3.03: Observed and expected heterozygosity
Locus Sample size Observed Expected
Heterozygosity Heterozygosity
UNHI04 157 0.08 0.55
UNHlll 195 0.42 0.73
UNH123 237 0.53 0.84
Average 197 0.35 0.71
3.2.4 Test for Hardy Weinberg Equilibrium (HWE)
The X2 test, using pooled genotypes (Table 3.04) indicated highly significant deviation from HWE
at the loci. The pooled genotype data showed a reduced number of observed heterozygotes
compared to the expected number.
Table 3.04: Chi-square tests for deviation from HWE using pooled genotypes
UNHI04 UNHlll UNH123
Genotype Observed Expected Genotype Observed Expected Genotype Observed Expected
1/1 98 66.2675 SIS 73 39.7128 SIS 61 29.0675
1/* 8 71.465 5/* 30 96.5744 5/* 44 107.865
*1* 51 19.2675 *1* 92 58.7128 *1* 132 100.068
Chi- 123.817 df= 1 Chi- 92.667 df= 1 Chi- 83.0832 df= 1
square square square
P< 0.001 ~< 0.001 ~< 0.001
* :::Pooled Alleles * = Pooled Alleles * = Pooled Alleles
I :::Most common allele type at 5 = Most common allele type at 5 = Most common allele type at
the UNH 104 locus the UNH 111 locus the UNH123 locus
Monte Carlo Exact tests on non-pooled genotypes for deviation from HWE were highly significant
for all three loci (Table 3.05).
Table 3.05: Monte Carlo Exact tests for deviation from HWE
Locus Probability (P) Standard Error (S. E.)
UNH104 < 0.001 < 0.0000001
UNH111 < 0.001 < 0.0000001
UNH123 < 0.001 < 0.0000001
Randomisation procedure: 10 batches - 1000 Permutations per batch
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3.3 GENETIC VARIATION WITHIN POPULATIONS
3.3.1 Allele Frequencies
For UNH104, all the populations except the Nick James and Valley population had their most
common allele present at a frequency greater than or equal to 50%. The 160 allele was unique to the
Elands population. The 148 allele was unique to the Bushmans population. The 160 and 148 alleles
were both high frequency alleles and may be useful as population specific alleles for identifying
members of the Elands and Bushmans populations respectively. Members of the Nick James and
Valley populations did not produce any peR products for the UNH 10410cus (Table 3.06).
Table 3.06: Allele frequencies at UNH104 for the twelve populations
Population
Allele A{f} B{w} E{w} K{w} L{in} M{f} N{w} NJ{f} O{w} S{w} V{f} VE{in}
(36) (36) (9) (36) (36) (10) (36) (10) (10) (36) (17) (16)
[5] [27] [4] [4] [32] [6] [30] [0] [4] [33] [0] [12]
128 0.60 0.15 0.25 0.75 0.83 0.50 0.93 0.00 0.50 0.92 0.00 0.08
130 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00
132 0.00 0.15 0.00 0.25 0.03 0.50 0.05 0.00 0.38 0.05 0.00 0.08
136 0.40 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.14 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.67
138 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.17
148 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
160 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Letters in {} indicate population collection site: f = farm, w =wild, in = introduced
Values in ( ) are sample sizes for which peR was attempted
Values in [ ] are sample sizes for which peR was successful.
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Ten of the populations had their most common allele present at a frequency greater than or equal to
50% for the UNH111 locus. The 174 allele was unique to the Sucomba population however at a low
frequency (0.02) making it unsuitable as a population identifier. The 198 allele was unique to the
Bushmans population however also at a low frequency (0.05). The 208 allele was unique to the
Nick James population at a high frequency of 67% making this allele a possible identifier for
members of the Nick James population. The Amatikulu population was fixed for the 180 allele
(Table 3.07).
Table 3.07: Allele frequencies at UNHlll for the twelve populations
Population
Allele A{f} B{w} E {w} K{w} L{in} M{f} N{w} NJ{f} O{w} S{w} V{f} VE{in}
(36) (36) (9) (36) (36) (10) (36) (10) (10) (36) (17) (16)
[17] [32] [7] [13] [33] [8] [28] [3] [7] [27] [5] [15]
150 0.00 0.02 0.21 0.00 0.12 0.00 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.00 0.00
174 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00
176 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00
178 0.00 0.50 0.57 0.50 0.20 0.25 0.21 0.00 0.21 0.04 0.00 0.03
180 1.00 0.06 0.00 0.08 0.41 0.75 0.48 0.33 0.64 0.61 0.80 0.60
182 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
184 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.27 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.00 0.00
186 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
188 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.14 0.02 0.00 0.03
192 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.00
194 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.13
196 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.03 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.20
198 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
202 0.00 0.02 0.14 0.00 0.18 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
204 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
208 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.67 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Letters in {} indicate population collection site: f = farm, w =wild, in = introduced
Values in () are sample sizes for which PCR was attempted
Values in [ ] are sample sizes for which PCR was successful.
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Seven of the populations had their most common allele present at a frequency greater than or equal
to 50% for the UNH123 locus. The 168 allele was unique to the Kasinthula population at a low
frequency (0.05). No other population unique alleles were identified. The Valley population was
fixed for the 204 allele (Table 3.08).
Table 3.08: Allele frequencies at UNH123 for the twelve populations
Population
A{f} B{w} E{w} K{w} L{in} M{f} N{w} NJ{f} O{w} S{w} V{f} VE{in}
Allele (36) (36) (9) (36) (36) (10) (36) (10) (10) (36) (17) (16)
[32] [34] [7] [28] [33] [9] [32] [8] [6] [34] [7] [7]
160 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
162 0.19 0.03 0.00 0.02 0.20 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.43
164 0.00 0.00 0.57 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.15 0.00 0.00
168 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
170 0.61 0.43 0.36 0.25 0.03 0.44 0.77 0.56 0.92 0.00 0.00 0.00
184 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.07 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
186 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.27 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
188 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.21 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.21 0.00 0.00
190 0.00 0.10 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00
194 0.00 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00
196 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.02 0.18 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.18 0.00 0.00
198 0.00 0.03 0.07 0.13 0.21 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.34 0.00 0.00
200 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
202 0.00 0.09 0.00 0.02 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
204 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.56 0.02 0.44 0.00 0.06 1.00 0.00
206 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.14
210 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.43
Letters in {} indicate population collection site: f = farm, w = wild, in = introduced
Values in ( ) are sample sizes for which PCR was attempted
Values in [ ] are sample sizes for which PCR was successful.
3.3.2 Population Heterozygosity
Population observed heterozygosities were relatively low. Heterozygosities were particularly low
for the red coloured populations, Amatikulu, Nick James and Valley. The Bushmans population had
the highest expected heterozygosity (0.73). Overall heterozygosities in populations from wild
sources were greater than populations from introduced/farm stocks. The average number of alleles
varied greatly between introduced/farm and wild populations. The introduced/farm populations had
an average of 8.8 alleles (six populations) while wild populations had an average of 17 alleles (six
populations). Ten of the populations were polymorphic (the most common allele present at a
frequency of95% or less) for the three loci UNH104, UNH111 and UNH123. The Nick James and
Valley populations did not amplify for the UNH104 locus. The Valley population was fixed for
UNH123. Amatikulu was fixed for UNH111. Polymorphism percentage values for the populations
were calculated from loci that did amplify for a particular population (Table 3.09).
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Table 3.09: Heterozygosity, fixation indices (FIS), number of alleles and percentage
polymorphism averaged across the loci for the twelve populations
Heterozygosity Number of alleles
Population Ho He FIS UNHI04 UNHll1 UNH123 % Polymorphism
A{f} (72) 0.21 0.36 0.42 2 1 3 67
B{w} (72) 0.37 0.73 0.49 4 11 12 100
E{w} (18) 0.38 0.65 0.42 3 4 3 100
K{w} (72) 0.41 0.66 0.38 2 6 13 100
L{in} (72) 0.58 0.63 0.08 3 8 11 100
M{f} (20) 0.33 0.49 0.33 2 2 2 100
N {w} (72) 0.24 0.41 0.41 3 7 8 100
NJ{f} (20) 0.19 0.53 0.64 0 2 2 67
O{w} (20) 0.23 0.47 0.51 3 3 2 100
S{w} (72) 0.37 0.51 0.27 3 8 7 100
V {f} (34) 0.00 0.18 1.00 0 2 1 33
VE{in} (32) 0.35 0.60 0.42 4 5 3 100
Average 0.31 0.52 0.40 2.4 4.9 5.6 88
Letters in {} indicate population collection site: f = farm, w = wild, in = introduced
Values in ( ) are 2N sample sizes
3.3.3 Hardy Weinberg Equilibrium
All twelve populations exhibited significant deviation from Hardy Weinberg Equilibrium after X!
tests (Table 3.10). Ten of the twelve populations exhibited significant deviation from Hardy
Weinberg Equilibrium after Exact tests (Table 3.11).
Table 3.10: Chi-square test P values for population HWE using pooled genotypes
!population UNHI04 IUNH111 UNH123 pverall (P)
~{f} 0.7094 r. 0.0001 I< 0.001
~{w} < 0.001 Kl.0047 0.0075 I< 0.001
~{w} 0.0455 ~.0472 0.2703 ~)'001
~{w} 0.0455 ~.0769 0.0039 f< 0.001
~{in} < 0.001 Kl.2874 0.1220 I< 0.001
~{f} 0.4142 Kl.0047 0.2937 p.ooi
N{w} < 0.001 I< 0.001 0.2211 I< 0.001
NJ{f} ? Kl.0833 0.5007 p.042
O{w} 0.0455 Kl·0684 0.8238 p.003
S{w} < 0.001 ~.0015 0.1477 f< 0.001
~{f} ? ~.0253 ? p.025
~E{in} 0.0304 ~.6670 0.0082 I< 0.001
~etters in {} indicate population collection site: f = farm, w = wild, in = introduced
r. = calculation not performed due to only one allele or zero alleles present at the
~ocus
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Table 3.11: Exact test P values for population HWE using all genotypes
!population UNH104 UNHll1 UNH123 Overall (P)
~{f} 1.0000 ? < 0.001 < 0.001
~{w} < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001
~{w} ~.0300 0.7800 0.1000 0.002
~{w} K>.1400 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001
!L{in} I< 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001
~{f} K>.4800 0.0100 0.5500 0.003
N{w} I< 0.001 < 0.001 0.0600 < 0.001
NJ{f} r- 0.2000 0.5300 0.106
P{w} ~.0900 0.1000 1.0000 0.009
S{w} I< 0.001 < 0.001 I< 0.001 < 0.001
V{f} r. 0.1100 r. 0.110
VE{in} I< 0.001 0.4200 ~.0200 < 0.001
!Letters in {} indicate population collection site: f = farm, w = wild, in = introduced
? = calculation not performed due to only one allele or zero alleles present at the
locus
3.3.4 Linkage Disequilibrium
The Bushmans and Le Pommier populations exhibited linkage disequilibrium for all loci
combinations. The Kasinthula population indicated linkage disequilibrium for the
UNHI I 11UNH123 combination. The Sucomba population indicated linkage disequilibrium for the
UNH1041UNH123 and UNHl04/1l1 combination.
Table 3.12: Fisher Exact test probability P values of gametic linkage disequilibrium (a = 0.05)
Population UNH104/ UNHll1 UNH104/ UNH123 UNHll1/ UNH123
A{f} 1.0000 0.6234 1.0000
B{w} 0.0003 0.0000 0.0009
E{w} 0.1703 ~.1659 0.6238
~{w} 1.0000 1.0000 0.0059
!L{in} 0.0013 ~.OOOO 0.0288
M{f} 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
N{w} 0.1697 ~.2606 0.0509
NJ{f} 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
P{w} 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
S{w} 0.0338 ~.0038 0.6284
V{f} 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
VE{in} 0.0800 0.3450 ~.7178
Letters in {} indicate population collection site: f = farm, w =wild, in = introduced
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3.3.5 Microsatellite Inheritance
Inheritance patterns were investigated by examining parent/offspring genotypes as follows:
Table 3.14: Inheritance of microsatellite alleles at the UNH104
locus for a controlled cross between a Ndumu male and an Olifants
female
Observed alleles
Parents Offspring
Male Female 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
128 128 128 128 128 128 128 128 ? ? 128 128
? = no alleles present
Table 3.15: Inheritance of micro satellite alleles at the UNH104 locus for
a controlled cross between a Valley male and an Olifants female
Observed alleles
Parents Offspring
Male Female 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
136 128 128 128 128 128 128 128 128 128 128 128
136 136
Table 3.16: Inheritance of micro satellite alleles at the UNH111 locus for
a controlled cross between a Ndumu male and an Olifants female
Observed alleles
Parents Offspring
Male Female 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
182 150 182 182 150 150 182 ? 182 182 ? 150
150 150 150 150 150
? = no alleles present
Table 3.17: Inheritance of microsatellite alleles at the UNH111 locus for
a controlled cross between a Valley male and an Olifants female
Observed alleles
Parents Offspring
Male Female 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
180 180 180 180 180 180 180 180 180 180 180 180
150 150 150 150 150 150 150
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Table 3.18: Inheritance of micro satellite alleles at the UNH123 locus for
a controlled cross between a Ndumu male and an Olifants female
Observed alleles
Parents Offspring
Male Female 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
170 170 170 170 170 170 170 170 170 ? 170 170
? = no alleles present
Table 3.19: Inheritance of micro satellite alleles at the UNH123 locus for
a controlled cross between a Valley male and an Olifants female
Observed alleles
Parents Offspring
Male Female 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
170 170 170 170 170 170 170 170 170 170 170 162*
204 204 204 204 204 204 204 204 204 192* 192*
* possible non-specific peR products
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3.4 THE EFFECT OF CAPTIVITY ON GENETIC DIVERSITY
3.4.1 Change in Allele Frequency
Successive calculation of genetic variation and diversity between the years 1999 and 2000 for the
Bushmans population showed significant changes in allele frequency at the UNH104 (P = 0.0007)
and UNH123 (P = 0.0002) loci. One low frequency allele present in the 1999 sample was absent in
the 2000 sample at the UNH104 locus. Six low frequency alleles present in the 1999 sample were
absent in the 2000 sample at the UNH123 locus (Table 3.20).
Table 3.20: Fisher's Exact test for allele frequency heterogeneity between the 1999 and 2000
Bushmans samples at the UNH104 and UNH123 loci
Locus UNHI04
Allele
128 130 132 136 148 Total
Sample
1999 15 2 6 0 11 34
2000 8 0 8 11 27 54
Total 23 2 14 11 38 88
Probability (PJ of homogeneity at UNH104 (P = 0.0007) (S.E. :0.0005)
LocusUNH123
Allele
162 164 170 178 184 186 188 190 194 196 198 200 202 204 206 210 214 216 Total
Sample
1999 2 1 21 1 0 1 2 0 1 1 3 0 1 4 1 0 2 1 42
2000 2 0 29 0 5 3 1 7 8 2 2 1 6 0 0 2 0 0 68
Total 4 1 50 1 5 4 3 7 9 3 5 1 7 4 1 2 2 1 110
Probability (P) of homogeneity at UNH123 (P = 0.0002) (S.E. :0.0002)
Results over loci (P < 0.001)
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3.4.2 Change in Heterozygosity
Observed heterozygosity increased significantly between 1999 and 2000 based on a t-test for
significant change in mean observed heterozygosity (P = 0.003). There were no significant
differences in expected heterozygosity between the 1999 sample and the 2000 sample after using a
t-test (P = 0.631) (Table 3.21).
Table 3.21: Table of z-test for change in mean expected heterozygosity and
mean observed heterozygosity between the 1999 Bushmans and 2000
Bushmans samples
Expected heterozygosity Observed heterozygosity
Locus 1999 2000 1999 2000
UNHI04 0.6863 0.6771 0.0588 0.1111
UNH123 0.7422 0.7862 0.4762 0.5294
t-Test: Paired two sample test for change in heterozygosity
Expected heterozygosity Observed heterozygosity
1999 2000 1999 2000
Mean 0.71425 0.73165 0.2675 0.32025
Variance 0.001562 0.005951 0.087111 0.087487
Df 1 1
Probability (P) 0.631221 0.002715
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3.5 POPULATION GENETIC STRUCTURE
The measures used to detect population structuring all provided highly significant evidence of
structuring between the twelve populations.
3.5.1 Exact test for Allele Frequency Heterogeneity Between Populations
The Exact tests performed on the allelic data set yielded (P < 0.001) indicative of significant allele
frequency heterogeneity between the populations at all three loci (Table 3.22 - 3.24).
Table 3.22: Fisher's Exact test for allele frequency heterogeneity between
populations at UNH1 04
Allele
Population 128 130 132 136 138 148 160 Total
A{f} 6 0 0 4 0 0 0 10
B{w} 8 0 8 11 0 27 0 54
E{w} 2 2 0 0 0 0 4 8
K{w} 6 0 2 0 0 0 0 8
L{in} 53 0 2 9 0 0 0 64
M{f} 6 0 6 0 0 0 0 12
N{w} 56 0 3 0 1 0 0 60
O{w} 4 0 3 1 0 0 0 8
S{w} 61 2 3 0 0 0 0 66
VE{in} 2 0 2 16 4 0 0 24
Total 204 4 29 41 5 27 4 314
Letters in {} indicate population collection site: f = farm, w =wild, in = introduced
Probability (P) of homogeneity at UNH104 (P < 0.001) (S.E.<O.OOOl)
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Table 3.23: Fisher's Exact test for allele frequency heterogeneity between populations at
UNHlll
Alleles
Population 150 174 176 178 180 182 184 186 188 192 194 196 198 202 204 208 Total
A{f} 0 0 0 0 34 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 34
B{w} 1 0 0 32 4 4 1 4 0 4 5 0 3 1 5 0 64
E{w} 3 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 14
K{w} 0 0 1 13 2 1 7 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 26
L{in} 8 0 0 13 27 0 0 0 1 1 2 2 0 12 0 0 66
M{f} 0 0 0 4 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16
N{w} 11 0 0 12 27 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 3 0 56
NJ{f} 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 6
O{w} 0 0 0 3 9 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14
S{w} 9 1 2 2 33 0 5 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 54
V{f} 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 10
VE{in} 0 0 0 1 18 0 0 0 1 0 4 6 0 0 0 0 30
Total 32 1 3 88 176 5 13 5 6 8 11 12 3 15 8 4 390
Letters in {} indicate population collection site: f = farm, w =wild, in = introduced
Probability (P) of homogeneity at UNHlll (P < 0.001) (S.E. < 0.0001)
Table 3.24: Fisher's Exact test for allele frequency heterogeneity between populations at
UNH123
Alleles
Population 160 162 164 168 170 184 186 188 190 194 196 198 200 202 204 206 210 Total
A{f} 0 12 0 0 39 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13 0 0 64
B{w} 0 2 0 0 29 5 3 1 7 8 2 2 1 6 0 0 2 68
E{w} 0 0 8 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 14
K{w} 1 1 0 3 14 4 15 1 4 0 1 7 0 1 2 2 0 56
L{in} 0 13 0 0 2 1 1 14 0 1 12 14 1 2 0 0 5 66
M{f} 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 18
N{w} 4 1 0 0 49 0 0 0 0 3 0 1 3 0 1 2 0 64
NJ{f} 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 16
O{w} 0 0 0 0 11 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12
S{w} 0 4 10 0 0 0 0 14 1 0 12 23 0 0 4 0 0 68
V{f} 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 0 0 14
VE{in} 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 6 14
Total 5 39 18 3 166 10 19 30 12 13 27 48 5 9 51 6 13 474
Letters in {} indicate population collection site: f = farm, w =wild, in = introduced
Probability (P) of homogeneity at UNH123 (P < 0.001) (S.E. < 0.0001)
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3.5.2 Quantifying Population Structure (F-Statistics)
An overall FST value of 0.27 (P < 0.001), SST of 0.26, RST of 0.28 and a <l>ST of 0.17 were obtained,
typical of a high degree of structuring, between the twelve populations.
Pair wise difference P values after Bonferroni adjustment appear in Table 3.25.
Table 3.25: Population pair wise difference multiple comparison P values after Bonferroni
correction
Population A B E K L M N NI 0 S V VE
A{f} 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0139 0.0002 0.0785 0.0032 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002
B{w} * 0.0015 0.0026 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0517 0.0632 0.0002 0.0003 0.0002
E{w} * NS 0.9941 0.0002 0.0215 0.0002 1.0000 0.8673 0.0002 0.9273 0.0002
K{w} * NS NS 0.0002 0.0062 0.0002 0.7006 0.9571 0.0002 0.2770 0.0002
L{in} * * * * 0.0002 0.0002 0.0014 0.0282 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002
M{f} NS * NS NS * 0.0002 1.0000 1.0000 0.0002 1.0000 0.0005
N{w} * * * * * * 0.9996 0.7767 0.0002 0.6276 0.0002
NJ{f} NS NS NS NS NS NS NS 1.0000 0.0002 1.0000 0.0499
O{w} NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS 0.0002 0.8123 0.0002
S{w} * * * * * * * * * 0.0599 0.0002
V{f} * * NS NS * NS NS NS NS NS 0.1020
VE{in} * * * * * * * NS * * NS
Letters in {} indicate population collection site: f = farm, w = wild, in = introduced
Upper triangular matrix = Pvalues
Lower triangular matrix = significance of Pvalues
* = significant pair wise difference after multiple comparison
adjustment of the (5%) nominal value to 0.000758
NS = no significant pair wise difference
3.5.3 Genetic Distance Matrices
Table 3.26: Matrix of Dj, for the twelve populations
A B E K L M N NJ 0 S V VE
A{f} 0.000
B{w} 0.286 0.000
E{w} 0.371 0.149 0.000
K{w} 0.260 0.124 0.158 0.000
L{in} 0.162 0.208 0.227 0.086 0.000
M{f} 0.095 0.220 0.289 0.156 0.173 0.000
N{w} 0.108 0.221 0.247 0.116 0.123 0.132 0.000
NJ{f} 0.213 0.226 0.327 0.260 0.259 0.133 0.161 0.000
O{w} 0.066 0.166 0.247 0.153 0.190 0.061 0.045 0.189 0.000
S{w} 0.165 0.303 0.285 0.132 0.026 0.171 0.136 0.273 0.215 0.000
V{f} 0.269 0.501 0.603 0.478 0.347 0.103 0.433 0.294 0.472 0.289 0.000
VE{in} 0.186 0.252 0.363 0.315 0.203 0.276 0.364 0.321 0.282 0.285 0.356 0.000
Letters in {} indicate population collection site: f = farm, w - wild, in = introduced
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Table 3.27: Matrix of (~,..lifor ten populations
A B E K L M N 0 S VE
A{f} 0.000
B{w} 12.521 0.000
E{w} 19.874 23.249 0.000
K{w} 6.183 11.212 41.107 0.000
L{in} 14.035 13.220 53.543 1.722 0.000
M{f} 15.289 13.612 52.860 2.626 0.324 0.000
N{w} 2.499 24.088 24.062 10.653 19.745 20.293 0.000
O{w} 1.050 18.275 19.054 11.506 21.969 23.913 2.876 0.000
S{w} 17.170 21.036 55.845 4.939 2.815 1.606 18.332 25.964 0.000
VE{in} 18.812 5.309 48.232 6.966 4.512 5.142 30.583 27.354 12.171 0.000
Letters in {} indicate population collection site: f = farm, w =wild, in = introduced
Table 3.28: Matrix of Dm for the populations collected from wild
sources
B E K N 0 S
B 0.000
E 0.149 0.000
K 0.124 0.158 0.000
N 0.221 0.247 0.116 0.000
0 0.166 0.247 0.153 0.045 0.000
S 0.303 0.285 0.132 0.136 0.215 0.000
Table 3.29: Matrix of (~Jl)2 for the populations collected from wild
sources
B E K N 0 S
B 0.000
E 23.249 0.000
K 11.212 41.107 0.000
N 24.088 24.062 10.653 0.000
0 18.275 19.054 11.506 2.876 0.000
S 21.036 55.845 4.939 18.332 25.964 0.000
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Table 3.30: Matrix of approximate geographic straight line distances between the
populations (km)
A ra E ~ rL M N NJ P S tv ~E
A{f} 0
B{w} 690 0
E{w} 500 980 0
K{w} 1880 2420 1450 0
rL{in} 1260 700 1340 1780 0
M{f} 180 840 420 1690 1420 0
[N{w} ~40 900 380 1620 1450 70 0
[NJ{f} ~40 50 920 2400 700 820 890 0
P{w} 580 1050 90 1400 1440 440 380 1020 Kl
S{w} 1890 2430 1470 10 2790 1700 1630 2410 1410 Kl
~{f} ~20 1030 210 1420 1500 320 250 1020 160 1430 0
~E{in} 1330 750 1400 2820 50 1480 1520 760 1490 ~830 1540 n
Letters in {} indicate population collection site: f = farm, w =wild, in = introduced
3.5.4 Mantel Tests
Mantel tests performed between loci on Dm distance matrices and (cSlli distance matrices
constructed using all the populations (excluding Nick James and Valley due to absence of PCR
products) and populations of wild origin were all non-significant. The Mantel tests of genetic
distance matrices and geographic distance also indicated a non-significant association (Table 3.31).
Table 3.31: Summary of the Mantel tests
Dm (cSIl)'
Description of matrices
compared for association
Locus combination for all Correlation Probability (P) Correlation Probability (P)
populations excluding NJ Coefficient of significant Coefficient of significant
andY (r) association (r) association
UNH104 /UNH111 0.045 0.378 0.062 0.354
UNH104 /UNH123 0.092 0.323 0.234 0.084
UNH111 /UNH123 -0.209 0.901 0.071 0.309
Locus combination for
populations of wild origin
UNH104 /UNH111 0.136 0.240 -0.128 0.576
UNH104 /UNH123 -0.319 0.854 0.105 0.279
UNH111 /UNH123 -0.066 0.461 -0.208 0.789
Combined locus genetic -0.038 0.51 -0.053 0.51
distance / Geographic
distance
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3.5.5 Number of Migrants between Wild Type Populations
The number of migrants (Nm) per generation between the wild populations (Table 3.32) emulated
the genetic distances between the wild populations (Tables 3.28 and 3.29). The highest number of
migrants per generation was between the Olifants and Ndumu population (4.4).
Table 3.32: The number of migrants per generation
between the six wild populations
B E K N 0 S
B 0.000
E 1.133 0.000
K 1.045 0.472 0.000
N 0.609 1.081 1.100 0.000
0 0.490 1.067 0.487 4.399 0.000
S 0.692 0.396 2.569 0.797 0.330 0.000
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3.6 PHYLOGENETIC RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE POPULATIONS
3.6.1 Dm UPGMA and Neighbour Joining trees
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Figure 3.01: UPGMA phylogenetic tree constructed using Dm genetic distances for the
twelve populations. The tree is scaled to 0.03 genetic distance units per
centimeter of branch length
N
o
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Figure 3.02: Neighbour-Joining phylogenetic tree constructed using Dm genetic distances
for the twelve populations. The tree is scaled to 0.05 genetic distance units
per centimeter of branch length
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3.6.2 (&Jl)2 UPGMA and Neighbour Joining trees
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Figure 3.03: UPGMA phylogenetic tree constructed using (&Jl)2 genetic distances for ten
populations. The tree is scaled to 3.3 genetic distance units per centimeter of branch length
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Figure 3.04: Neighbour-Joining phylogenetic tree constructed usmg (&Jli genetic
distances for ten populations. The tree is scaled to 6.6 genetic distance units
per centimeter of branch length
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3.6.3 Om MOS plots
Derived Stimulus Configuration
Euclidean distance model
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Figure 3.05: MDS plot of Euclidean distances between the twelve populations,
calculated using the derived co-ordinates of the Dm genetic distances
Key:
a = amatikulu (farm)
k = kasinthula (wild)
n = ndumu (wild)
s = sucomba (wild)
b = bushmans (wild)
I = le pommier (introduced)
nj = nick james (farm)
v = valley (farm)
e = elands (wild)
m =makathini (farm)
o = olifants (wild)
ve = verloerenvlei (introduced)
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Scatterplot of Nonlinear Fit
Euclidean distance model
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Figure 3.06: Scatterplot of Euclidean distances plotted against Dm
genetic distances between the twelve populations
3.6.4 ()~)2 MOS plots
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Figure 3.07: MDS plot of Euclidean distances between ten populations, calculated
using the derived co-ordinates of the «)~igenetic distances
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Scatterplot of Nonlinear Fit
Euclidean distance model
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Figure 3.08: Scatterplot plot of Euclidean distances against (8j.l)2 genetic
distances between ten populations
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CHAPTER FOUR
DISCUSSION
Important issues from the laboratory protocols are briefly commented on followed by an in depth
discussion of the nature of the genetic variation present in the twelve populations and a general
discussion of specific aquaculture and conservation genetic issues.
4.1 LABORATORY PROTOCOL - RESULTS
Laboratory procedures were generally satisfactory. The area of most interest was the variability of
peR success for the ten loci. Initial agarose gel electrophoresis clearly indicated this. A more
thorough screening of the variables involved in the success of peR, such as primer annealing
temperature and template quality/quantity, may improve the rate of success. This was the first
attempt at using 0. niloticus primers to amplify 0. mossambicus DNA and perform a population
genetic study using FdeTP fragment analysis. The tilapia linkage map primers were developed
using O. niloticus DNA (Kocher et al., 1998), hence some of them may not behave optimally on 0.
mossambicus DNA. This was supported by the fact that very often completely fresh material was
used, and that individuals, which amplified well, always amplified well, in contrast to those that did
not amplify well. Thus the phenomenon is clearly a systematic problem to do with specific
individuals, rather than a general variability with technique. Future research on 0. mossambicus
could involve development of primers specific to 0. mossambicus DNA. However the cloning and
sequencing protocols required would add to the costs and time of such a project.
4.1.1 Success of PCR Amplification
The success of average peR amplification indicated locus specificity (see Tables 3.06 to 3.08)
possibly due to different levels of priming success with non-specific primers. UNHI04, in
particular, had a reduced peR success rate. Absence of peR products at the UNHI04 locus for the
Nick James and Valley populations (Table 3.06) indicate that the O. niloticus primers may be
specific to a population, which in turn leads one to question the specific status of the Nick James
and Valley fish. Alternatively, the Nick James and Valley populations may both be fixed for a null
allele. The origin of the red coloured Nick James and Valley populations is unknown. They may be
hybrids with divergent priming site and hence low specificity for UNHI04. The fact that this is a
systematic error - that this peR failure was population specific, that the populations do amplify
with the other primers, and that the material was prepared in an identical way, and often at the same
time as other successful DNA samples, indicates the systematic diversion of the red tilapia as the
causative factor, rather than any procedural problems.
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4.2 GENETIC VARIATION AT THE LOCI
4.2.1 Number of Alleles
The number of alleles present at the loci varied from seven at UNH104, to seventeen at UNH123
(Table 3.01). The UNH104 locus may have had more null alleles than the other loci resulting in
fewer observed alleles. The greater heterozygote deficit at UNH104 - which may also be indicative
of inherently high numbers of null alleles - is supportive of this suggestion. Additional supportive
evidence comes from the lack ofPCR product for specific red populations (Valley and Nick James).
This systematic PCR failure is indicative of excessive primer mismatch for UNH104. This is also
likely to have manifest itself as partial PCR failures - where only one allele of a heterozygote is
amplified - i.e. a high rate of null alleles inherent in a mismatched primer. The lower sample size
for UNH1 04 may also have contributed to lower estimates of allele numbers due to sampling errors.
Although the number of loci sampled is too small to be conclusive, there is a suggestion that greater
mean allele lengths result in greater genetic numbers of alleles. There is some evidence of this in
other organisms. Human and Drosophila microsatellite DNA provide evidence for this (Weber,
1990; Goldstein and Clark, 1995; review in Goldstein and Schlotterer, 1999). Some simulation
studies, however, have found no correlation between repeat size and microsatellite variation (Valdes
et al., 1993). UNH104 had an average repeat size of 138 base pairs and the lowest number of alleles
(seven). UNHlll had an average repeat size of 186 base pairs and sixteen different alleles.
UNH123 had an average repeat size of 186 base pairs and seventeen different alleles (see Table
3.02).
Freshwater fish are thought to have lower levels of allelic diversity than anadromous and marine
fish due to smaller effective population sizes and a less stable environment (de Woody and Avise,
2000). The average number of alleles (13.3) obtained for O. mossambicus (Table 2.01) is higher
than the mean per locus for freshwater fishes (7.5) reported by de Woody and Avise (2000), but
similar to Agustin's average of 15.4 alleles found at five microsatellite loci for five populations of
wild and feral origin (Agustin, 1999). Wild 0. mossambicus may have a larger effective population
size than most freshwater fishes due to the ability to enter seawater and migrate to neighbouring
river systems (personal observation). In a sense 0. mossambicus may be more similar to
anadromous fishes, which have an average of 11.3 alleles per locus as reported by de Woody and
Avise (2000). Considering the fact that null alleles may be present at the loci (see section 4.3.5) the
average may be even higher.
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4.2.2 Allele Frequencies
A single allele at relatively high frequency was present at each locus accompanied by a number of
smaller and larger low frequency alleles (Table 3.02) as expected under the SMM mode of
microsatellite evolution (review in Goldstein and Schlotterer, 1999). There were more alleles with a
repeat size larger than the most common allele. Tentative evidence exists supporting this as a form
of mutation bias towards increased repeat size (more gains than losses of repeat units) at
microsatellite loci (Weber and Wong, 1993; review in Goldstein and Schlotterer, 1999).
4.2.3 Locus Heterozygosity
Average observed heterozygosity at the loci was low (0.35), compared to an average of (0.46)
obtained in a review of genetic variation at microsatellite loci in freshwater fish (de Woody and
Avise, 2000) (Table 3.03). Average expected heterozygosity, on the other hand, was higher (0.71)
than documented in the literature (de Woody and Avise, 2000). In fact the average expected
heterozygosity was comparable to that found at micro satellite loci in marine fish (0.79), which are
naturally more diverse largely due to larger and more stable long-term effective population sizes (de
Woody and Avise, 2000). The large reduction in observed heterozygosity compared to expected
heterozygosity may be indicative of null alleles at the loci leading to an apparent excess of
homo zygotes, or may result from inbreeding after generations of captivity that did not attempt to
rigorously control inbreeding levels.
4.2.4 Test for Hardy Weinberg Equilibrium (HWE)
Both the ''f} test and the Exact test detected significant deviation from HWE at the loci (Tables 3.04
and 3.05). The expected values for the 'I} test were higher than five and therefore did not violate the
assumptions of the X2 test. The Exact test is more powerful than the X2 test for many low frequency
alleles, since no information is lost. In this case the tests produced comparable results. The principal
reason for deviation from HWE was a reduction in heterozygosity at all loci. This is typical of
micro satellite studies which are known to suffer from relatively high null allele frequencies,
however in this case it may also be a result of inbreeding due to lack of prevention of inbreeding in
captivity. In this regard it is interesting to note that the long term captive red populations of Nick
James, and Valley sites, - where one might expect the highest level of inbreeding - do indeed have
the highest FIS values (Table 3.09).
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4.3 GENETIC VARIATION WITHIN POPULATIONS
The amount of genetic variation within a population can be influenced by selection, migration,
mutation and genetic drift. In this study, the effects of selection can be only speculative, since the
micro satellite loci are necessarily presumed to be neutral, since this is the most parsimonious
explanation of micro satellite genetic variation. Of the other three factors, genetic drift across
generations is responsible for losses in genetic variation while immigration and mutation increase
genetic variation. The extent of genetic drift is dependent on effective population size changes for
past and present generations. If a population experiences a bottleneck with subsequent population
number expansion the level of genetic variation present in the resultant population will be
determined by the narrowest part of the bottleneck. This phenomenon is demonstrated by the
calculation of the effective population size (Ne) over many generations as the harmonic mean over
those generations (Maynard-Smith, 1989). The harmonic mean will be closest to the Ne of the
smallest population over the time period. The level of variation reflects the genetic drift that
occurred during the bottleneck. Table 3.09 contains a summary of the general levels of genetic
variation present in the twelve O. mossambicus populations. The farm populations (e.g. Amatikulu,
Nick James and Valley) may have suffered reduced effective population size in the past, evident in
their reduced observed heterozygosities compared to the wild and introduced populations.
4.3.1 Allele Frequencies
Populations that have a few high frequency alleles have low levels of genetic variation. Many of the
0. mossambicus populations had a common high frequency allele at the loci however there were
many low frequency alleles (see Tables 3.06 to 3.08). Genetic drift acts on the low frequency alleles
first, resulting in their loss before the high frequency alleles. The high frequency alleles may
become low frequency alleles over time. However, if there is migration occurring between the
populations the common alleles will remain common since migrating individuals are more likely to
contain common alleles. Immigration therefore has a stabilizing effect on allele frequency.
Supplementation of the populations using progeny from unequal family sizes may have increased
the frequency of some alleles at the expense of others. There appears to be a tendency for more of
the wild 0. mossambicus populations to share a common allele than farmed or introduced
populations (Tables 3.06 to 3.08). This would suggest that the common allele is present in the
source populations, which have probably undergone more migrations and less genetic drift than
captive isolated populations. It is also reasonable to suppose that captive populations, which are not
rigorously managed to maintain genetic variation, will have high rates of genetic drift compared to
wild populations.
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4.3.2 Population Heterozygosity
Observed heterozygosities were lower than expected heterozygosities for all twelve populations
(Table 3.09). Possible reasons for an increased number of homo zygotes include the presence of null
alleles, inbreeding or population substructure (i.e. the Wahlund effect, - see Hartl and Clark (1997)).
The controlled crosses summarized in Tables 3.14 to 3.19 produced some evidence of null alleles
however this data is not conclusive (see section 4.3.5). The presence of inbreeding is difficult to
determine without the knowledge of effective population sizes for the populations. A suitable means
of calculating effective population size was not found due to the nature of 0. mossambicus breeding
leading to the presence of overlapping generations within the populations. Overlapping generations
may have also resulted due to the supplementation of the populations using progeny from family
crosses. This process in itself may have reduced the effective population sizes of the populations, if
unequal family contributions were made, leading to inbreeding (increased homozygosity). If
substructure exists within the source populations its detection will have been obscured by time spent
in captivity after one generation of random mating.
Populations with excess heterozygotes indicate the occurrence of outbreeding. Analysis of the loci
individually detected excess heterozygosity for the Elands and Le Pommier populations at the
UNH111 locus and the Le Pommier and Sucomba populations at the UNH123 locus (results not
included). The Le Pommier population is an introduced population on a wine farm in the Western
Cape. If a number of fish from different sources were introduced into the dam, this may have
resulted in the formation of an excess of novel heterozygous genotypes. Possible reasons for
outbreeding in the Elands and Sucomba population have not been determined, however a single
generation of outbreeding, either in the source population, or by contamination during captivity, is a
likely explanation. An alternative is the possibility of linkage with a gene for which over dominance
is present - however one might expect this in all populations.
4.3.3 Hardy Weinberg Equilibrium
The X2 tests detected significant deviation from HWE in all twelve 0. mossambicus populations
however the Exact test detected deviation in only ten (Tables 3.10 and 3.11). The two populations
that were in HWE according to Exact test are the Nick James and the Valley populations. Note that
the UNH104 locus did not amplify for these two populations. UNH104 possibly had a large
influence on overall HWE in the other populations or the Exact test provides more information on
the extent of HWE within the populations.
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4.3.4 Linkage Disequilibrium
Apart from the Bushmans, Le Pommier, Sucomba and Kasinthula populations the Fisher Exact test
for linkage disequilibrium gave non-significant results (Table 3.12). This supports the loci being on
different linkage groups and the occurrence of independent allele assortment at the loci in most of
the populations. The few significant tests found are in line with predictions of Type I errors from
carrying out multiple significance tests, and are no longer significant if Bonferroni P value
adjustments are made. Heterogeneous linkage disequilibrium among populations can be a result of
population mixing - however the lack of corroborative evidence from raised heterozygote deficits
in these populations argues for a Type I error explanation.
4.3.5 Microsatellite Inheritance
For the Ndumu male and Olifants female cross, the observed offspring alleles at the UNHI04 locus
(Table 3.14) were best explained by the putative parental genotypes of Case Two (see Table 4.01).
PCR failure is unlikely since the primers were successful in both parents and eight out of ten
offspring.
Table 4.01: Putative genotypes for the UNHI04 Ndumu and
Olifants cross
Case One
Expected genotype ratios
(ifno null alleles are present)
Parents Offspring
Male Female All 128/128
128 128
128 128
Case Two
Expected genotype ratios
(if null alleles are present in both parents)
Parents Offspring
Male Female ~ 128/128
128 128 Yl128/null
null null ~ null/null
Case Three
Expected genotype ratios
(if a null allele is present in one parent)
Parents Offspring
Male Female Yl128/128
128 128 Yl128/null
128 null
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For the Valley male and Olifants female cross (Table 3.15); the observed offspring alleles at the
UNHI04 locus were best explained by the putative parental genotypes of Case Three (see Table
4.02). The 136 allele obtained for the Valley male was unexpected since no other members of the
Valley population amplified for any alleles at UNHI04. This raises doubts as to either the
authenticity of the Valley male or the presence of the 136 allele. It is possible that a male from the
red Amatikulu population (which does contain the 136 allele) accidentally contaminated the red
Valley population. There are no obvious visible differences between a red Amatikulu male and a
red Valley male. The 136 allele was present in the Olifants population at a relatively high frequency
(0.13) and is therefore probably a true allele of the Olifants female. If however the 136 allele was
merely an artifact of both the Valley male and the Olifants female, the genotype ratios obtained
would be expected. In either case, genotype ratios do not fit the expectations of any scenario very
well.
Table 4.02: Putative genotypes for the UNHI04 Valley and Olifants
cross
Case One
Expected genotype ratios
(ifno null alleles are present)
Parents Offspring
Male Female Yz 136/136
136 128 Yz 136/128
136 136
Case Two
Expected genotype ratios
(if null alleles are present in both parents)
(Not possible)
Case Three
Expected genotype ratios
(if a null allele is present in one parent)
Parents Offspring
Male Female Y.! 136/128
136 128 Y.! 128/null
null 136 Y.! 136/136
Y.! 136/null
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For the Ndumu male and Olifants female cross (Table 3.16); the observed offspring alleles at the
UNH111 locus can best be explained by the putative parental genotypes of Case Four (see Table
4.03).
Table 4.03: Putative genotypes for the UNH111 Ndumu and Olifants
cross
Case One
Expected genotype ratios
(ifno null alleles are present)
Parents Offspring
Male Female All 182/150
182 150
182 150
Case Two
Expected genotype ratios
(if null alleles are present in both parents)
Parents Offspring
Male Female ~ 182/150
182 150 ~ 182/null
null null ~ ISO/null
~ null/null
Case Three
Expected genotype ratios
(if a null allele is present in the female parent)
Parents Offspring
Male Female Y2182/150
182 150 12182/null
182 null
Case Four
Expected genotype ratios
(if a null allele is present in the male parent)
Parents Offspring
Male Female 12182/150
182 150 12ISO/null
null 150
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For the Valley male and Olifants female cross (Table 3.17); the observed offspring alleles at the
UNH111 locus can best be explained by the putative parental genotypes of Case One (see Table
4.04).
Table 4.04: Putative genotypes for the UNHIII Valley and Olifants
cross
Case One
Expected genotype ratios
(ifno null alleles are present)
Parents Offspring
Male Female ~ 180/180
180 180 ~ 180/150
180 150
Case Two
Expected genotype ratios
(if null alleles are present in both parents)
(Not possible)
Case Three
Expected genotype ratios
(if a null allele is present in the male parent)
Parents Offspring
Male Female ~ 180/180
180 180 ~ 180/null
null 150 ~ ISO/null
~ 180/150
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For the Ndumu male and Olifants female cross (Table 3.18); the observed offspring alleles at the
UNH123 locus can best be explained by the putative parental genotypes of Case Two (see Table
4.05).
Table 4.05: Putative genotypes for the UNH123 Ndumu and Olifants
cross
Case One
Expected genotype ratios
(ifno null alleles are present)
Parents Offspring
Male Female All 170/170
170 170
170 170
Case Two
Expected genotype ratios
(if null alleles are present in both parents)
Parents Offspring
Male Female ~ 170/170
170 170 Yl 170/null
null null ~ null/null
Case Three
Expected genotype ratios
(if a null allele is present in the female parent)
Parents Offspring
Male Female 12170/170
170 170 12170/null
170 null
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For the Valley male and Olifants female cross (Table 3.19); the observed offspring alleles at the
UNH123 locus can best be explained by the putative parental genotypes of Case One (see Table
4.06), however it is curious that the expected 170/170 homozygote is not present in offspring. This
appears to be a non-random distribution - i.e. it does not conform to Mendelian expectations. Non-
specific PCR products were present in the offspring individuals nine and ten. The fact that these
alleles occur in adjacent individuals, suggest that they could be artifacts caused during screening on
the polyacrylamide gel as opposed to PCR artifacts.
Table 4.06: Putative genotypes for the UNH123 Valley and Olifants
cross
Case One
Expected genotype ratios
(ifno null alleles are present)
Parents Offspring
Male Female Y2 170/170
170 170 Yl 170/204
204 170
Case Two
Expected genotype ratios
(if null alleles are present in both parents)
(Not possible)
Case Three
Expected genotype ratios
(if a null allele is present in the female parent)
Parents Offspring
Male Female ~ 170/170
170 170 ~ 170/null
204 null ~ 204/170
~ 204/null
Most of the above inheritance patterns indicate the possible presence of null alleles at the loci
however the likelihood of other factors like low PCR success cannot be ruled out. A future
investigation using O. mossambicus pedigrees could aid the proper identification of null alleles. The
breeding of two heterozygotes would throw better light on the possibility of non-Mendelian
inheritance.
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4.4 THE EFFECT OF CAPTIVITY ON GENETIC DIVERSITY
The extent of change in genetic variation for aquaculture populations over generations holds
inherent information on the effectiveness of current and past management designs (Tave, 1993).
Consecutive generations can be analysed for inbreeding, genetic drift or signs of pedigreed mating.
The random mating of 0. mossambicus, which has the potential to produce a new generation every
three to four weeks in a breeding season (Skelton, 1993), and the supplementation of populations
using unequal family contributions from mating groups, presented a challenge in detecting genetic
changes.
4.4.1 Change in Allele Frequency
The frequency of the alleles in the Bushmans population fluctuated significantly between 1999 and
2000 at both the UNHI04 and UNH123 loci (Table 3.20). Both random genetic drift and
supplementation, resulting in overlapping generations within the populations, possibly caused the
shift in allele frequencies present between years. There were seven alleles in the 1999 sample that
were absent in the 2000 sample having potentially been reduced in number through genetic drift
(Table 3.20). A new strategy to maintain population numbers and prevent loss of genetic variation
within the aquaculture populations may be worth considering.
4.4.2 Change in Heterozygosity
A common concern for aquaculture populations over generations is the reduction in heterozygosity
through inbreeding. Inbreeding would be evident as a reduction in observed heterozygosity as
opposed to a shift caused by overlapping generations, which would not necessarily lead to a
reduction in heterozygosity unless a large number of homozygous individuals were used to
supplement a population. This was implied from the non-significant change in He between the 1999
population sample and the 2000 Bushmans population sample (Table 3.21). In fact, there was a
significant increase in Ho between the 1999 sample and the 2000 Bushmans population sample. It
may be that there was inbreeding already present which decreased over the course of one year.
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4.5 POPULATION GENETIC STRUCTURE
The molecular genetic data can verify whether genetic structure exists between populations and
provides a reason for maintaining them separately (Tave, 1993). Overall, a significant genetic
structure was present between all twelve populations of 0. mossambicus evident in the various
structure indices that were calculated (see section 3.5). In aquaculture, genetic structure information
serves as a guide to which populations should be kept separately for evaluation. Space permitting,
however, all populations should be kept separately until their biological potential is assessed since
some populations can have phenotypic advantages (Tave, 1993).
The conservation of fish populations has often been neglected based on an 'out of sight out of mind'
premise. Consequently, data concerning vulnerability to extinction of aquatic species and
populations is sparse compared to that of terrestrial species (Ryman et al., 1995). To obtain a true
reflection of a species or population's conservation status requires data on genetic structure, genetic
variation and associated demographic history (Avise, 1994; Zhang and Hewitt, 1998; Goldstein and
Schlotterer, 1999). From this information, identification and nominations of populations with
evolutionary significance can be made (Avise, 1994; Bowen, 1998). Populations are referred to as
management units (MUs) if they contain sufficient genetic differentiation from other populations
and evolutionary significant units (ESUs) if they are believed to be important to the present and
future survival of a species (Bowen, 1998; Parker et al., 1999). The significant structure found
among the twelve 0. mossambicus populations presents evidence indicating that all of the
populations represent MUs and that some of the populations (e.g. Elands) constitute possible ESUs.
The Elands population exists in the upper reaches of the Limpopo river system where it may be
protected from the invading 0. niloticus. Without the concomitant demographic history of the
Southern African 0. mossambicus populations, the assignment of ESU status can only be tentative.
The current level of evaluation for the twelve 0. mossambicus populations is therefore not
sufficient to accurately classify ESUs however the fact that structure exists encourages the
protection of habitats and river systems in which the wild source populations of 0. mossambicus
occur.
4.5.1 Exact test for Allele Frequency Heterogeneity Between Populations
The Exact tests for allele frequency heterogeneity between the populations (see Tables 3.22 to 3.24)
were quick to perform providing basic evidence to the presence of highly significant structuring
between the populations and reason for performing more involved (F-statistic) type analyses.
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4.5.2 Quantifying Population Structure (F-Statistics)
The overall FST (0.27) and other structure indices were all highly significant (see section 3.5.2).
Congruency across the different indices provided assurance of accurate calculation of the extent of
genetic structure. According to the AMOVA (<l>ST), 17% of genetic variation was due to differences
between populations of 0. mossambicus.
The pair wise FST matrix produced 36 significant differences out of the 66 population comparisons,
after Bonferroni P value correction (Table 3.25). Considering that by chance alone only four
significant differences (5%) were expected - without Bonferroni correction - great structuring exists
between the populations.
4.5.3 Genetic Distance Matrices
Both lAM based (Dm) and SMM based (8J.l)2 genetic distances were calculated to compare the
utility of each genetic distance measure in divulging the extent of differentiation and demographic
relationship between the populations (Tables 3.26 to 3.29). A matrix of geographic distance was
included as a reference to the straight-line distances between the populations (Table 3.30). No direct
correlation was found between genetic distance and geographic distance (Table 3.31), however
since movements between populations are extremely unlikely to occur overland in straight-line
fashion (even allowing for anthropogenic introductions) - such a correlation is not an expectation.
The level of genetic differentiation between O. mossambicus populations based on Dm distances
(Table 3.26) was similar to that reported between five populations of Atlantic salmon (McConnell
et al., 1995b). de Silva (1997) provided estimates of Nei' s 1972 genetic distances between O.
mossambicus and 0. niloticus populations in Sri Lanka ranging from 0.1 to 0.25. Estimates ofNei's
1972 genetic distance between the 0. mossambicus populations ranged from zero to 0.0006. These
0. mossambicus populations were undoubtedly highly related - being offspring of a single small,
introduced population (Agustin, 1999) and therefore not a true reflection of the level of genetic
differentiation expected between wild Southern African 0. mossambicus populations. In addition,
Dm is an unbiased version of Nei's 1972 distance - Dm and Nei's 1972 distance may not be
comparable. Alternatively, if the genetic distances are comparable then the populations in this study
may be representative of subspecies of O. mossambicus, although this is unlikely due to the
migration habits of the species. The inferiority of allele frequency based genetic distance measures
found for some microsatellite analysis techniques (Ruzzante, 1998) warrants the use of genetic
distance measures like (8J.l)2 which perform more realistically for micro satellite data. The (8J.l)2
values obtained were similar to those in human population comparisons (reviewed by Nei and
Kumar, 2000) and salmon population comparisons (Nielsen et al., 1997).
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4.5.4 Mantel Tests
Evidence for an association between geographic locality and genetic distance based on gene flow
was not conclusively found after using Mantel tests performed between loci, for all the 0.
mossambicus populations, and between loci for the wild populations only. Mantel tests performed
between the combined locus genetic distance matrices and the geographic distance matrix similarly
indicated a non-significant association (Table 3.31).
Gene flow between the populations may take place between populations that are distantly located
due to the ability of 0. mossambicus to enter the sea and move in the sea currents. This ability
possibly reduces the extent of isolation by distance. Whilst presence of Mantel test inter-locus
correlations would have supported a geographic isolation by distance model of population structure,
absence of such correlations does not preclude an identical by decent IBD model, since random
genetic drift among populations would not be expected to operate similarly for different genes.
4.5.5 Number of Migrants between Wild Populations
The high number of migrants (4.4) (Table 3.32) between the Ndumu and Olifants populations has
indications of a geographic nature. The Ndumu source population occurs in the Usutu river, a
tributary of the Maputo river, which drains into the Maputo Bay in Mozambique. The Olifants
source population occurs in the Olifants river, a tributary of the Limpopo river, which drains into
the sea north of Maputo bay near Inhambaan (Mozambique). The predominant sea currents on the
coast of Mozambique move southward. They possibly provide the Olifants population with a direct
migration route from the Limpopo estuary to the Maputo estuary and ultimately the Ndumu
population in the Usutu river. The geographically close Sucomba and Kasinthula populations from
Malawi had the next highest number of migrants (2.6). This was expected as the Kasinthula
population at the Kasinthula research station was initiated from the Shire river, in which the
Sucomba population naturally occurs.
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4.6 PHYLOGENETIC RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE POPULATIONS
The use of only three loci to obtain genetic distance measures prevented the testing of tree topology
using bootstrapping or jack knife methods, since sampling with replacement strategies would have
resulted in over-representation of most site combinations.
4.6.1 Dm UPGMA and Neighbour-Joining Trees
The UPGMA phylogenetic tree constructed using the Dm genetic distance matrix for all twelve
populations displayed clusters that resembled the geographic location of the populations' sources.
The Ndumu, Olifants, Amatikulu and Makathini populations, which are all geographically close,
(Northern Kwazulu Natal) formed a cluster. The Kasinthula, Sucomba and Le Pommier populations
formed a second cluster. The clustering of Le Pommier, the second most southern situated
population, with the two most northern situated populations suggests that the Le Pommier
population possibly had founder individuals from more northern latitudes. A possible connection
lies in the 1936 distribution of 0. mossambicus from the Transvaal (Northern latitudes) to the
Jonkershoek Hatchery in the Western Cape. The Bushmans and Elands populations formed a third
cluster. The Limpopo and Bushmans river may have shared a common tributary for previous
drainage topologies (Figure 3.01).
The Neighbour-Joining phylogenetic tree of Dm genetic distances indicated similar clusters linked
to geographic location of the populations sources. Three broad clusters formed. The Bushmans,
Elands, Kasinthula, Sucomba and Le Pommier populations formed a cluster. The Olifants and
Ndumu populations formed a second cluster. A third cluster encompassed the Amatikulu,
Verloerenvlei, Nick James and Valley populations (Figure 3.02). Interestingly, the three red
coloured populations clustered relatively closely suggesting a common origin.
4.6.2 (OJl)2UPGMA and Neighbour Joining Trees
For the UPGMA tree, the Ndumu, Olifants and Amatikulu populations formed a cluster as expected
from the Dm UPGMA tree; however, Makathini was absent from this cluster. A second cluster
linked the Kasinthula, Sucomba, Le Pommier and Makathini populations. The Verloerenvlei
population resided with Bushmans in a third cluster (Figure 3.03).
The Neighbour-Joining tree of (oJli genetic distances produced two main clusters. The first cluster
encompassed the Ndumu, Olifants, Elands and Amatikulu populations. The Olifants and Elands
populations have source populations connected to the Limpopo drainage systems. The Ndumu
population may be linked to the Limpopo drainage system via the sea as described in section 4.5.5.
The second cluster consisted ofLe Pommier, Sucomba and Makathini populations (Figure 3.04).
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4.6.3 DmMOS Plots
The graphic representation of the Dmgenetic distances between the populations, in two dimensions,
did not conform well with the geographic locality of the source populations despite the very high
correlation between Euclidean and Genetic distances in two dimensions. No obvious clusters were
present in the plot (Figure 3.05). A non-linear relationship present between the Dmgenetic distances
was stipulated evident in the scatter plot of Euclidean distances against equivalent Dmdistances (R2
= 0.733) (Figure 3.06). A limitation of MDS is that a few populations can be misplaced in two
dimensions whilst the weight of the majority of populations is sufficient to maintain a high
Euclidean distance/genetic distance correlation. An alternative explanation for the lack of utility of
this scatter plot, is the possible limitation of Ds, as a genetic distance measure in microsatellites.
4.6.4 (8Jl)2 MOS Plots
The scatter plot of Euclidean distances for the (8Jl)2 genetic distances (Figure 3.07) formed clusters
similar to the clusters in the UPGMA tree of (8Jl)2 (see Figure 3.03). (8Jl)2 was found to be more
affective than allele frequency based methods at depicting the true demographic structure between
populations for micro satellite loci (Ruzzante, 1998). This may be the case between (8Jl)2 and Dm in
this study. A non-linear relationship present between the (8Jl)2 genetic distances was stipulated
evident in the scatter plot of Euclidean distances against equivalent (8Jl)2 distances (R2 = 0.943)
(Figure 3.08). The high correlation between Euclidean and genetic distances suggests that the two-
dimensional plot is a useful interpretive tool, particularly since it confirms the UPGMA
interpretati on.
4.6.5 The Utility of Phylogenetics and MOS
A useful application of phylogenetics and MDS IS in divulging the possible ongms of the
introduced or farmed population of 0. mossambicus based on wild populations. For example, the
origins of the red coloured 0. mossambicus populations in South Africa are unclear. A possible
source includes the original introduction of red (0. mossambicus x 0. niloticus) hybrids from
Taiwan in 1981 to the Umgeni Hatchery in Kwazulu Natal (reviewed by de Moor and Bruton,
1988). One can make inferences of population origin from the phylogenetic trees and MDS plots
obtained for the 0. mossambicus populations in this study (Figures 3.01 to 3.08). The Amatikulu
population generally clusters with the Ndumu and Olifants populations, all three of which occur in
the Northern Kwazulu Natal region. The Amatikulu red coloured fish may have originated from a
mutation that occurred in a wild grey population in the Northern Kwazulu Natal region or through
. breeding with the red hybrids from Taiwan. The other two red populations, Nick James and Valley
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did not amplify for the UNH104 locus limiting their phylogenetic placement. These strains may not
have originated naturally in South Africa. They may have possible roots with the introduced
Taiwanese hybrids. It may be useful in this respect to record their lack of PCR product as a
monomorphic product different from other alleles. This would undoubtedly have placed them as an
outgroup. The systematic PCR failure for the Nick James and Valley groups almost certainly
represented phylogenetic divergence rather than methodological problems.
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4.7 GENERAL DISCUSSION
Genetic management has become an essential part of both exploitation and conservation of aquatic
resources. Effective genetic management can minimise the accumulation of deleterious mutations in
wild and captive fish; protect wild populations that may harbour potential evolutionary essential
genes; and preserve the unique combinations of genetic traits in aquaculture strains. The benefits
procured may in the long term justify the initial capital outlay, particularly from the point of view of
sustainable utilisation of genetic resources - however the molecular genetic management and
evaluation of fish populations is often a luxury only afforded by research organizations or large
commercial aquaculture companies (Tave, 1993).
The acquisition of genetically diverse fish populations is essentially the most important stage in
developing strains for aquaculture. Reduced genetic variation transpires into fewer traits for
exploitation (Tave, 1993). For this reason the acquisition of the twelve 0. mossambicus populations
took place across a broad spectrum of wild and artificial environments (Figure 2.01 and Table 2.01).
The maintenance of diversity within the populations over generations constitutes the next most
important consideration however this is not always possible when dealing with large numbers of
populations. A degree of inbreeding per generation is acceptable. It is the rapid accumulation of
inbreeding that is undesirable. Unfortunately, the average farmer may not have the financial power
or the knowledge required to implement a genetic program as part of a management scheme. In this
situation over zealous production objectives can lead to loss of genetic potential and ultimately loss
of biological performance in aquaculture stocks (Tave, 1993). To prevent the rapid loss of diversity,
the effective sizes (Ne) of the O. mossambicus populations must be controlled and maximised to
allow for the lowest rate of accumulated inbreeding and minimise gene losses through genetic drift.
Reduced genetic variation is often an outcome of artificial manipulation geared to produce true
breeding monotypes suited to aquaculture conditions. Alternatively, inbreeding and genetic drift in
captivity may cause reduced variation (Tave, 1993). Genetic variation should be used as a guide to
the biological potential of a population and not merely taken as a definitive measure of fitness
(Avise, 1994). A population with lowered genetic variation can still perform well particularly ifit is
a population from a farm that has been conditioned to an aquaculture environment (Tave, 1993),
however the intrinsic improvement potential is limited, since this depends on selection of the most
useful genes from an array of variation. Alternatively, some genetically heterogeneous and
homogeneous wild tilapia populations can outperform farm populations as demonstrated by
performance trials with eight populations of 0. niloticus (Eknath et al., 1993). Quantitative growth
and weight trials performed on eight of the 0. mossambicus populations, which included wild and
farm populations, yielded similar results. The Bushmans, Kasinthula and Ndumu populations (all
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from wild sources) were identified as having the most potential out of the eight analysed
populations. The Bushmans and Kasinthula populations had relatively high expected
heterozygosities (0.73 and 0.66 respectively) however the Ndumu population had a low expected
heterozygosity (0.41) (Hoffman et al., 2001). The Ndumu population was collected from a wild
source therefore the low diversity of the Ndumu population may be attributed to demo graphical and
historical factors present in the wild. Therefore, a population's genetic variation can provide an
indefinite measure of performance potential.
Ignorance towards genetic mechanisms operating in wild and captive populations can result in some
annoying consequences. If the collection of populations for aquaculture strain development requires
concurrent conservation of the source populations as genetic resources, then it is important to take
blood or tissue samples for genetic analysis at the onset.
The delay in taking samples from the 0. mossambicus populations may have allowed for changes in
the genetic relationships compared to those present in the wild source populations. Even if
populations are sampled early, an aquaculturist is usually unwilling to delay production based on
pending completion of a genetic characterization for purely conservation purposes. Careful
decisions on production, breeding and maintenance of populations have to be made initially in the
absence of molecular genetic indicators. This is a challenge faced by modem aquaculturists and
conservationists.
Early conservation genetics correlated the presence of reduced genetic variation with high levels of
inbreeding and reduced fitness. Conservation strategies were often poorly planned due to this
misconception (Avise, 1994). Some species and populations were given unwarranted protection
under the Endangered Species Act (1973) while others that should have qualified did not receive
protection (reviewed in Avise, 1994). Recent debate over MU and ESU concepts (reviewed by
Bowen, 1998) has lead to the development of the concept of a geminate evolutionary unit (GEU). A
GEU constitutes a population that has recently become isolated from other populations and may
develop unique genetic combinations that may have important evolutionary relevance in future
environments (Bowen, 1998). Some of the O. mossambicus wild populations may qualify as GEUs.
Conservation genetics makes use of genetic techniques to study the many forms of biodiversity
(Pimm, 1995). One measure of biodiversity, often used in taxonomic studies, is the number of
higher order taxa present in a community. Intra-specific genetic variation, however, is considered to
be the ultimate source of all biodiversity and the unit of conservation in endangered species studies
(Bowen, 1998). This study covered many elements of conservation genetic issues including the
threat of loss of trademark genotypes through hybridisation, loss of locally adapted genomes
through translocation, unintentional changes in genotype during captivity and finally the concept of
balanced exploitation of a species through sound management of captive populations and
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conservation of their source populations. The parties involved in exploitation need to be made
aware of the long-term benefits of conservation in terms of sustainability. This study has explored
and highlighted many of these issues and represents the groundwork for further research into a
species that is under threat from a variety of sources, and has demonstrated great aquaculture
potential. This study has provided the tools to monitor the rate of genetic change of genotype in
captive populations to prevent the rapid loss of diversity, which is a common goal of conservation
and sustainable exploitation.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSION
The analysis of genetic structure provided evidence for high levels of variation within and between
the twelve 0. mossambicus populations. The populations therefore represent genetic resources from
a conservation perspective and a sustainable aquaculture standpoint. Genetic diversity within the
populations varied according to origin. Farm populations had reduced levels of variation compared
to populations from wild sources. Introduced populations had higher levels of variation than farm
populations. The reduced heterozygosity observed for most of the populations may merely be a
consequence of a high prevalence of null alleles although it is recommended that the populations be
monitored occasionally to detect possible reduction in heterozygosity through inbreeding. The loss
of some low frequency alleles between years in the Bushmans population warns of similar genetic
drift occurring in the other populations. A more applied approach to preventing effective population
size reductions caused through infrastructure failure or through unequal family contributions when
supplementing is advised.
Genetic structure indices and phylogenetic methods divulged interesting facts on the genetic
relatedness between the populations and the possible origins of some of the farm and introduced
populations. All the populations were sufficiently distinct to warrant designation of management
unit conservation status although insight into the evolutionary significance of the populations will
require further research on the demographic history of 0. mossambicus populations.
Comparison of heterozygosity with quantitative weight and length data for eight of the twelve
populations displayed no apparent correlation, and the possibility of phenotypic influence was
evident in some of the populations' performances (e.g. Ndumu).
The use of microsatellites will undoubtedly be applied in future research of wild and captive 0.
mossambicus populations. Anticipated areas of microsatellite application include; parentage
analysis with loci that have a sufficiently lowered prevalence of null alleles; the continued
monitoring of genetic variation over time by analysing random samples from the populations at
subsequent time intervals and genetic tagging growth trials for identification of Quantitative Trait
Loci.
The development of aquaculture strains from the twelve 0. mossambicus populations for
aquaculture in South Africa is actively underway. The data presented in this study provides a basis
for future molecular analysis of conservation and exploitation issues pertaining to wild and captive
populations of Oreochromis mossambicus.
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